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, season with more diggers and a
' greater volume of sales according to
| Commissioner Greenleaf. Previous
Digging of Clam and
ly harvesting of these species, which
Bloodworms Last Season
are sold mostly as bait for sports
Netted the Fishermen
fishermen In metropolitan areas,
Goodly Sum
was limited to an area between
The clam and bloodworm digging Boothbay and Portland but now
Industry that brought more than they are also being taken from the
a $1 COO a day to the Maine coast clam flats to the eastward, he said.
For information of diggers who
for several months last year bids
do not have a market Greenleaf
fair to liave even better success this said that his office had compiled a
list of dealers who were anxious to
get the worms and that the list
SPECIAL
would be gladly provided upon re
quest. He said that the market
FRID’Y and SATURD’Y was a growing one and estimated
that the total sales would be at
least 50 percent ahead of last year.
Total sales for 1939 brought $112.VALUES TO $18.50
000 according to the statistical re
port of the Department.
Although the industry is a com
paratively new one its rapid growth
has added much to the value of the
fishing industry and the supply of
worms should be carefully controlled
Greenleaf believes.
He advises
men in the areas that have good
I clam flats to investigate their sup
AT
ply of worms and cash in on this
! valuable resource.

A New Industry

SPRING COATS

$7.95 and $9.95
CUTLER’S

Opening Dance

OAKLAND PARK
THURSDAY NIGHT
Bob Percival and his
Orchestra

Hats. Favors, Noisemaker*
Dancing 9 to 1
Admission 40c
Special Bus to Rockland after
Dance

64*66

Our Grange Corner
Capt. Leon Shepard of the Maine
State Police will give a talk on
J “Fingerprinting” at Knox Pomona
' which meets Saturday in West
I Rockport.

j

ROCKLEDGE INN
SPRUCE HEAD, ME.

OPENS SUNDAY, JUNE 2
SHORE AND CHICKEN DINNERS
Also Special 50c and 65c Dinner*
TELEPHONE ROCKLAND 853-3

65-66

LOBSTERS
MEMORIAL DAY AND WEEKEND
SPECIALS
Open Every Day, Including Holiday*

Guaranteed Boiled Alive Lobsters 20c ea.
Alive Chicken Lobsters, 6 for $1.00

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.
TILLSON AVE.

ROCKLAND

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, May 30, 1940

IT’S WELL WORTH SEEING

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, WM. O. FUELER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

A KING SURRENDERS

The surrender of Belgian army, noted tn our Tuesday issue,
must necessarily have a devastating effect upon the Allied
forces, who. if we may believe the report from the German
High Command, are trapped in Flanders. Thc French are
very bitter at the Belgian King for running up the white flag
at the psychological moment when they were about to begin
their momentous counter offensive, but all stories have two
sides and there are doubtless things which could be said of thc
man who had the fate of a million men to consider. Thc
King's idolized father who loomed so large on the world's
honor roll, would probably never have surrendered. What,
dear reader, would you have done?
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

TEL. 56-W

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FREDERICK G. PAYNE
Experienced Business Executive
Trained and Experienced Accountant
Tested and Proven Public Administrator

His Record Stands the Test
A Consistent Worker for Maine
I-abor—Ind ustry—Agriculture
Fisheries—Education—Highways
Recreation— Vouth—Churrh—Aged

COMPARE

THE RECORDS!

FREDERICK <J. PAYNfc
For Governor Club
John 8. I<eonard»
Pronldent

HERE IS

63-63&65-66

BUN PAGE’S!

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

* PRESIDENT—First National Bank of Skowbegan.
PRESIDENT—Skowhegan Savings Bank.
DIRECTOR—Maine Central Railroad Com
pany—employing 3607 people.
Co-owner of the largest saw mill operating
in the State with a capacity of 20,000,000 feet an
nually, located in Franklin County and employing
in connection therewith 300 men.
CO-OWNER of pulp wood operation*. Thi*
business operates 10,000 to 30,000 cord* annually
in Aroostook and Somerset Counties, employing
from 300 to 500 men.
DIRECTOR and OFFICER in SEVERAL
SMALLER CONCERNS.
* In 1932 there were 10 banks doing business in Somerset
County and of these only two today are doing business—The First
National Rank of Skowhegan and the Skowhegan Savings Bank.
BUN PAGE WAS AND IS thr President of both these banks.
Both rame through the Bank Holiday with NO LOSS to depositors.

BLIN W. PAGE
FOR GOVERNOR
A REAL BUSINESSMAN FOR A
REAL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
PAGE FOR GOV. CLUB,
FRANKLIN R, CHESLEY, Prse.

them to appreciate them, but I think
that most of you would look your
old tin can right ln the face and
never know it after they have had
a little while with lt.
The High School classes, under
Mr. Nutter's direction, have com
pleted many line pieces of furniture
which they will show. The first
year classes make a few group pro
jects. but in the advanced classes
the boys have a wide latitude ln
their choice of work, even to work
ing out their own designs and draw
ings. Mechanical drawing ls also
included in the course. Tables and
desks of different varieties, ward
robes. cedar chests, and many other
articles will be Included in their
part of the exhibit. There will also
be smaller projects which show a
great amount of painstaking hard
work as of necessity, they are al
most entirely hand made. A11 pro
jects not claimed by students will be
offered for sale at the cost of ma
terial.
The exhibition is the result of a
great deal of hard work by all
concerned, and contains something
of interest to everyone. Even the
best housekeeper and the most skill
ful devotee of plane and saw can
probably learn something new here.
Students will be on duty aU day
to answer any questions you may
have.
It's a good opportunity to see the
work of these classes, your presence
will encourage both students and
teachers, and it doesn't cost any
thing, so you'd better plan to drop
in sometime Saturday.—By Robert
Brown.

IHE NEED IS URGENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Volume 95.................. Number 65.

The Black Cat

School Pupils Will Make Annual Exhibit
Of Manual Training and Home Work

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated wtth the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
The annual exhibition of the work
w>r a.tflhurhpA <n ,oss
s®", changed its name to the Tribune. These
of the manual training and home
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
economics departments will be held
Saturday at 433 Main street, the
building formerly occupied by the
[EDITORIAL]
Gofkauf store. Miss Kneeland's
classes of Junior High girls will ex
hibit aprons, blouses, and craftwork,
which they have done through the
year. They will also have samples
of their cooking (unfortunately, we
can only look at tliat), and a dem
onstration of the correct way to sel
a table.
In the classes for High School
girls, under the direction of Miss
Nottage, the emphasis is placed
more on the problems arising in the
management of a home than ln
just cooking and sewing, as most
people seem to think. In their ex
hibit will be seen notebooks on
foods, first aid and home nursing,
MOVIE I ANS WILL MISS HIM
child care, and studies of the fur
Another screen favorite has passed the way of all mortals
niture of various periods.
—Walter Connolly, who died In Hollywood Tuesday. The 52There will also be menus of well
year-old star was found dead In hts apartments. One of hts
balanced meals, methods of testing
most recent triumphs was "The Great Victor Herbert," when
fabrics, and other problems in home
he appeared ln the title role. He was seen In person by many
management, besides the sewing
local theatregoers when he appeared for several sasons with
projects. Some of the girls have
the stock company at Lakewood.
also made articles at home which
will be shown.
“THE WORLD IS WRONG”
On the boys' side of it (the man
Roy L. Femald. gubernatorial candidate, says that the
ual training exhibit) will be shown,
situation at Augusta is "a slimy mess." and declares that it
as in the past, flne examples of the
is more than ten years since a correct statement as to Maine's
work done in the shop. Mr. Han
finances has been given to the people. Mr. Femald is prob
son's Junior High classes have been
ably not the first person who has tried to ride into power over
making several types of more or
misfortunes and misdoings, but his speech at Bath Tuesday
less standardized projects, and some
night sounds like a bid for political fame. What did he do
of each kind will be exhibited. There
about it while he was a member of the State Legislature?
are also many pieces of extra work
FIRST BLOOD FOR SMITH
which the boys have done. Some
State Treasurer Belmont A Smith a ho refused to resign
thing new in this line are the “tin
when Gov. Barrows charged him with inefficiency, had the
can projects." You will have to see
majority backing of the Legal Affairs Committee Tuesday.
The vote was 7 to 3, and with the majority was one Knox
County representative, Charles F. Dwinal of Camden. Being
on the ground Mr. Dwinal doubtless has a familiarity with the
situation not available to the reader. It will be interesting
to note what Legislature does with the minority report.

for GOVERNOR
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THREE CENTS A COPT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

LET A NATIVE SON
REPRESENT ROCKLAND NEXT TERM

ALBERT C.
JONES
Republican Candidate For
Representative To
Legislature

Born in Rockland, son
of the late Arnold H.
Jones, and always an ac
tive citizen. ,
A lifelong, earnest Re
publican, who never be
fore actively sought pub
lic office.
Prominent In local fra
ternal life. Past. D. D. of
Grand Lodge of Elks.
Not too proud nor too
soft to get under the wheel
of a truck when hard
times came.

VOTE FOR ALBERT C. JONES
Republican Candidate For Representative To
Legislature In the June Primaries

Red Cross Contributions Should Be
Made Generously and At Once
The demands for the humanitar
ian services of the Red Cross in the
great world disaster overseas grows
with enormous strides. It is vital
that Knox County's *3.000 quota be
met and at once. Hence your con
tributions should not be delayed an
other hour, but be made now.
Checks or money may, be left at
The Courier-Oazette office or sent
or mailed to Chairman I. Lawton
Bray of Knox County Chapter
American Red Cross, at the office of
the Rockland Loan & Building As
sociation. School street.
Previously reported .......... $1,01237
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lawry,
Vinalhaven ............................. 1.00
Mrs. A. B. Wooster, Vinal
haven ....................................„ 1.00
Emeline F. Roberts, Vinal
haven ............... ......... _......... 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Wall,
Rockland _______________
2.00
C. A. Poole. Vinalhaven........ „ 1.00
Mrs. C. A. Poole. Vinalhaven .. 1.00
CaroUne I. Jameson. Rockland 5 00
Bradford Bray, Vinalhaven .. . 1.00

(By Tlie Roving Reporter)
Reference was recently made ln
this column to some old coins left
with me by Mrs. F. A. Young ot
North Haven who has becn a coin
collector for many years. These
relics Include one coin minted ln
the Sixteenth Century and two
Flying Eagle pennies. Mrs. Young
couldn't be Induced to part with a
ten-dollar gold piece made Into a
jewelry pin for her. It bears the
date of 1861, the year in which her
husband was born.

C, C. Snowdeal of South Thom
aston who is in hls 90th year, en
rolls hts residence among those
possessing a mud-scrapcr and bootjack.

Corporations may have no souls,
but hospitals have. Patients with
head or neck injuries in an Austra
lian hospital are to be supplied a
special radio pillow made of sponge
rubber and containing a weak loud
speaker.

Back in 1855 the Rockland Free
Press republished from an English
newspaper an item to the effect
that the whole cost to England of
the Continental war 1803-1815 was
$5,798,646,298. The English paper
was shuddering to think what the
cost of the war then being waged
between England and Russia would
cost. A flea bite, probably, com
pared with the World War now so
close to Britain's doors.

The keel for the $100000,000 bat
tleship lows will be laid next week.
Pour New York police officers
The craft will have a displacement
of 45.000 tons, and it was necessary nearly fainted one day this week
to lengthen the building ways 1000 when Josephine Connors, a regis
tered nurse, walked into the Station
feet.
and asked them to help locate tho
A local insurance man saws wood owner of a ten-dollar bill she had
one hour each morning, and walks i just found.
from 12 to 15 miles a day. And
Ralph's physical appearance seems
Prom thc Lewiston Journal:
to bear out the wisdom of it.
“A news story, four inches long,
on a battle between James O'Connor
Early life on the Penobscot will
of Bangor and a bee that got Into
be depicted in the new novel by
hls car and attacked him on the
Andiew William Hatch, whose home
hand, resulting in a crash with a,
is ln Pennsylvania. Mr. Hatch is
telephone pole, fails to reveal the
now in Maine to finish the book,
fate of the bee.” In other words
staying at his camp at Bcddington.
“how doth tlie little busy bee im
It will deal with the settlers, the
prove each shining hour?"
revolutionary war period, the post
war suffering, etc. He lived in that
Thc attractive State Prison
region until he entered the navy,
and says he was inspired by Maine premises are being graded to con
history while at Bangor high. He form to the new western wing.
helped L. Whitney Wilkins gather Things are slick as a whistle inside
data for the latter’s book, "Tlie and outside at the State’s penal in
That's Warden Jack
Story of Coastal Maine." He ls stitution.
quoted: ''M06t of the data wUl be Welch's way.
based on historical facts; for which,
I have researched through 80 to 100
One year ago: Stanley Daggett,
books, magazines, old documents, son of ex-Mayor Marshall M Dag
pamphlets and manuscripts. I plan gett of this city, won a half schol
to use members of the Andrew arship of $150 at Worcester Tech —
Joseph Hatch's family. The S. C. Mrs. Mary J. Plummer died at the
Bussell's of Gladwin, Michigan and agr of 90.—Mrs. Winfield Melvin
the Ollbert Noyes' family of Brad died, aged 67 years.—Mrs George
ford Center, Maine, as character L True, formerly of Rockland was
with a few local characters of comic elected president of the Malden
sketches."
• Mass) Garden Club.

V. Chisholm, Rockland
1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen,
Rockland........ ....................... 5.00
H. W Frohock. 'Rockland ...... 2 00
C. C. Tibbetts. Rockland . ....... 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Merrifield,
Rockland.............................._ 3.00
Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.,
Rockland ......................... ...... 20.00
B. R. Flint. Rockland .............. 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Alan A. Grossman, Rockland___ ................ 2.00
Mrs. I. J. Shuman, Rockland .. 1.00
Minnie Crozier, Rockport ....... 2.00
Margaret Stahl. Rockland ..... 1.00
Lucy E. Poole. North Haven .... 1.00
Rose B. Hupper, Port Clyde ... 1.00
Mrs Nellie Thomas, Vinal
haven .............................
.50
W. Y. Fossett, Vtnalliaven .....
50
Fred W. Oreenlaw, Vinal
haven ........................................ 100
Carrie M. Fifleld, Vinalhaven 100
Mildred Hopkins, Vinalhaven
1.00
Heavy gunfire off England’s I der a terrific bombardment
Alice B. Sails. Vinalhaven...... 100
southeast coast was heard this
The Allies say they stlH hold tho
Leon Arey. Vinalhaven ..........
.50 (Wednesday) morning
I important coast town of Dunkirk;
Mrs. E. B Smith. Vinalhaven
50
Allied troops in Flanders trapped the Oermans say they (the Ger
A Friend. Vinalhaven..............
.60 by the surrender of the Belgian
mans) may have occupied it.
Mrs. B. Barton, Vinalhaven ....
.28 army, are fighting against heavy
Report comes that the Germans
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames,
odds, but are showering bombs on may try to smash French resistance
DANCE
Vinalhaven . ........................... 1.00
the Oermans' main line and show before raiding the British Isles.
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT at Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert,
SPRUCE HEAD COMMUNITY
ing great valor.
The Nazis Jubilantly claim that
Vinalhaven............................ 1 00
CLUB
The narrowing corridor on the they will clean up the situation in
William Clayter, Vinalhaven ..
Beginning JUNE I
.25 French coast finds the Allies unnorthern Prance within 36 hours.
Music by DOUG VINAL
F. M. White, Vinalhaven .......
.50
64-65Green, Vinalhaven ..
Maynard
.25
W. E. Lincoln, Vinalhaven..... 2 00
A representative of the Augusta
E. C. Mclntoshes, Vinalhaven
1 00 Field Office of the Social Security
A. E. Libby, Vinalhaven...... . 1.00
Board will be at the Deputy Col
Eugene K. Burgess, Vinal
haven ................ ....................
.50 lector's Office in Rockland at 11.30
BENEFIT FINNISH RELIEF
J. H. Carv.r, Vinalhaven ........ AO a. m. to 3 p. m. June 5. Beginning
Scott Littlefield, Vinalhaven .. 1.00 January, 1940, Federal Old-Ago
SOUTH THOMASTON GRANGE HALL
I. W. Fifleld, Vinalhaven........ 2 00 | benefits are payable to Individuals
SATURDAY, JUNE 1
Pronia Tolman, Vinalhaven .... 1.00 who arc over 65 if they have worked
A Friend, Vinalhaven
10 in covered employment a sufficient
8.00 P. M.
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
R. E. Clayter, Vinalhaven .
.25 length of time and earned suffi
Mrs. C. S. Robertson, Vinal
cient wages to make them eligible.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
haven ........... . .......................
A0 Benefits may also be payable to the
Mrs. L. R. Smith. Vinalhaven
A0 wives of eligible workers lf they aro
A Friend, Vinalhaven ...........
.25 over 65, and to minor children
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Haines,
under 18 years of age if they at
Rockland ............................... 2 00 tend school.

THE LATEST WAR NEWS

ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCE

FREDERICK G.
PAYNE
WILL SPEAK IN

CAMDEN
FRIDAY

Total to date ......... ...... $1,088.75

Public Cordially Invited
Music By
CAMDEN H. S. BAND
MR. PAYNE
Will Also Speak At

CLARK ISLAND
At 12 o’clock Noon

I

Buy Yourself rich—through clas
sified offers.

If I hart my UTe to live again
would have made a rule to read aome
poetry and listen to some mualc at
least once a week. The loss of theae
tastes la a loan ot happtneaa.—Charles
Darwin

G R A PHIC S

gam

Ir. Flanders fields the popples blow
Between the crosses, row on row.
That mark our place; and ln the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

Tel. 2519

We are the Dead
Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, snd now we Ils
In Flanders fields.

At 8.00 P. M.
AT

CAMDEN Y.M.C.A.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

IN FLANDERS FIELDS

C
OMIQUt
< nnden

THEATRE

T

TONIGHT—THURSDAY
The second of the big A-M-D lilts
What is the Secret of Manderley?
The picture of the vear!

“REBECCA”
Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontaine

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from falling hands we throw
The torch: be yours to hold lt high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though popple*
grow
In Flanders fields.
Lieut -Col

John MoOae

The Courier-Gazette
THKEK-TIMES-A-WEEX

RIGHT SMART BOYS, SAYS COACH BOWDEN

There is that maketh himself
rich, yet hath nothing: there is
that maketh himself poor, yet
hath great riches.—Prov. 13: 7.

y

Book Review
"The Russian Revolution" by
Louis Paul Kirby. Press of Meador
Publishing Company.
Every Library should have a copy
of Paul Kirby's book on its shelves,
—especially our Public Libraries to
really understand the long reign
of terror which has extended with
out cessation through twenty-two
years with all its biographical
sketches of leading figures in this
great upheaval.
The book is absolutely full of
more correct information than any
other book tliat has come into cir
culation. Mr. Kirby tells us why
the liberals failed to give Russia
tlie security of constitutional gov
ernment, and it shows liow some
who tried to do all for the best,
lalled and found themselves help
less.
Conspirators played on the
credulous and made the gullibility
of weak and adventurous for
pelph their victims; then when
they tried to about face, were made
way with.
The wolfish masters are what
has made Russia what she is today.
And again today some of tiie ter
rorists have found that their turn
has come for Uie same bitter and
sad experietce and death. Modern
history contains nothing stranger
than Uiis conquest of a populous
nation ruled by a little bond of
skulking fugitives from Justice and
their success in holding multitudes
in subjection through terrorism.
Here is history, that next to Uie
German love of cruel and fiendish
hate and aggression, will hold one
spellbound and wondering how two
nations could be so void of love,
and human traits.
K. S P.

Every Other-Day
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GOLF TEAM LOSES
Edward Little High of Auburn
won 5 to 1 over Rockland High
School golf team Tuesday afternoon
in Auburn. Cummings the only vic
torious visitor. The summary:
Timpany (E. L.) defeated Kal
loch iR> 4-3; Cununings (R) de
feated Caldwell 2-1. Best ball won
by Edward Little 3 and 2.
E. Caldwell (E. L.) defeated But
ler (R) 1 up. Prout (E. L.i defeated
Barnard (R» 1 up. Best ball won
by Edward .Little 2 and 1.

Max Richards, for 35 years a
guide on Sebago Lake says that the
best Ashing will be seen there from
the middle of June to the middle
of July. Lynne Lambrecht, outdoor
writer of the Providence Journal
and the missus are at Thompson's
Camps at Naples and have taken
16 salmon since Monday morning.
Sebago fishing has been spotty but
considered very good in the long
run.

Subscribe to Th* Courler-Oazette

MAN SIZE
SAVINGS

SUPER

FOR LITTLE WOMEN!
Many's the lady who'* been able to buy
&&her husband** weight in foods with the
savings «he gets at her AAH
^ Market!
We give you mure delicious
Hk things to eat fur your dollars because
we eliminate from the prices of food*
tS many
expenses that
usually increase
MR them . . . unnecessary in-between profits.
Hextra haadling ctuumga ertdit
iUiWS livery expense*.
We share all the sav>
Laings with you! Come, pick from 2.000
'^values! Start saving today!

B

B

MARKETS

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY. JUNE 1

Here are the champions of the Knox and Lincoln track league: Back row. left to right—Raymond D. Bowden, coach
.Mack. "Gus' Huntley. Franklin Spinney. Bertram Snow. John Storer. Robert Rogers, manager; Charles Huntley, assist
—Douglas MilLs, William Buckminster. David Mazzeo. Elmer Small. Albert Mills.

Primary Tickets
List of Candidates Who
Will Be Voted For June
17 In Knox and Lincoln
Counties

DOROTHY DIX S NEW STORY
IN THE JUNE ISSUE OF—

“Woman’s Day”

Probate Court News
From Ihe Office of Congressman Ralph O. Brewster

Maine Prospects—Maine bids fair vailed and the freedom from
to experience improving conditions troubles which afflict many com
REPUBLlt'AN PARTY
r
for some months to come as a re munities elsewhere.
sult of conditions abroad. Our. Tlie result has more than Justi
United States Senator
«
forests and our fisheries duplicate fied the jqdgment of those who took
Lewis O Barrows, Newport
j
in many respects those of Norway
Ralph O Brewster, Dexter.
i
and 6weden which are now prac the responsibility of placing these
tically eliminated as supply bases .schools in what seemed spots rather
Governor
j
for Uie great markets of England remote from Uie great centers of
Roy L Fernald. Winterport.
j
and Prance. This means that pulp population.
Biin W. Page. Skowhegan
}
and paper and sardines ana vari- I Hie several conununitie.s con
Frederick O. Payne. Augusta.
«
ous other products are likely to cerned may well see to it that the
boys are hospitably received and
find an improved market
Sumner Sewall. Hath.
i
Meanwhile the threat to our go away with pleasant impressions
Representatives To Congress,
Maine fishermen in the Newfound- ’ of their .section of tlie State of j
Second District
<
land fish deal seeins likely to be Maine.
Rockland High Won
Frederick P Bonney, Augusta.
]
eliminated and competition in other . Adjournment — Congress moves j
fields from Canada and Newfound steadily towards adjournment as,
Hodgdon C. Buzzell, Belfast.
,
land to be materially modified as legislation is now speeded up and
Arthur B Lancaster. Gardiner.
Outpoints Brunswick In
tlie program seems likely to be com
a result of the war.
John G. Marshall, Auburn.
,
The exchange situation is the only ' pleted in the early pari of June. (
Track Meet—George
Margaret Chase Smith, Skow- ,
disturbing factor since it makes it ] The war situation has naturally |
Huntley High Point Man hegan
easier for other countries to sell been a matter of very profound
here and more difficult for them concern and the Congress is al- |
Rockland High School defeated
KNOX COUNTY
to buy and this may be reflected to together likely to make prompt and !
Brunswick High Monday, in a track
some extent in our foreign trad* proper provision for a considerable
Republican
although war conditions will seri expansion ln our defense.
meet 59 1-3 to 38 2-3. Huntley, an
Senator Albert B Elliot, 17iomApproximately six billion dollars
ous affect their capacity to com
all around man. scored 31 points in
aston.
pete
lias been provided for the army
seven events, scoring five first places
NYA Schools — Meanwhile the and tlie Navy during the past six
Judge of Probate -Harry E Wll- (
in field events, and two second bur. Rockland.
iratning centers conducted by the years but this has still seemed to
places in the dashes. Buckminster
Petitions
for
Administration National Youth Administration at leave our defenses woefully inade
Clerk of Courts—Milton M. Grif
won the mile in fair time, putting fin. Rockland
granted; Estates. Surah P. Lufkin, i Quoddy and Dexter and Houlton quate.
I seem likely to be not only contin
Congress is likely to seek means
on a fast sprint for the tape in the
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick, Rock-j late of Rockport, deceased, William ued but very considerably expand to make sure that the deliciencles
C. Lufkin of Rockport, admr.; fry ed as the great rearmament pro shall be supplied as promptly and
filnal quarter. He breasted the tape land.
gram gets tolly underway.
as economically as possible
a good 50 yards ahead of Dave Maz
County Attorney—Stuart C. Bur-! ing T. Stanley, late of Rockland,
Margaret Chase SmiUi of Skow
A
vast
uumber
of
mechanics
must
deceased.
Alden
A.
Stanley
of
Rock

zeo, who won the half-mile run.
gess, Rockland; Alan A. Grossman.
be trained both for the factories to hegan, Republican nominee for
Elmer Small injured hls leg while Rockland; Prank P. Harding, Rock land. admr.; Prank 6 Sherman, fabricate the planes and other In Representative to Congress without
late of Rockland, deceased, Carrie struments of war that are going to a Democratic opponent in the spe
pole vaulting, and was forced to tie land.
be required and also to operate cial election to be lield on June 3.
second with Weeks of Brunswick.
County Commissioner—Clarence F Sherman of Rockland, admx; these machine^ when they are put arrived in Washington in time toLillian P. Carver, late of Vinalha
John Storer ran a beautiful quar Leonard, Union.
in service.
attend the joint session of the Con
ter-mile race, coming up very fast
Tlie mechanical training given gress to hear the message of the
Representatives to Legislature— ven, deceased, Edward G. Carver of
at the finish to be just nipped by Albert C. Jones. Rockland; John W. Vinalhaven, admr ; Annie AI. Wil the boys in Siese NYA schools par President on national defense and
Cross of Brunswick. Bert Snow Lane. Rockland; Robert E. Pendle liams. late of Vinalhaven, deceased, ticularly in aeronautical and ma was accorded the unprecedented
chine lines is likely to serve as a courtesy of admission to Uie floor
scored five points, taking a second ton, Rockland; Cleveland Sleeper, Wilbur F. Coombs. Jr. of Vinalha model for schools elsewhere in the by Speaker Bankhead on Uie re
ven,
admr;
Charles
H.
Joy.
late
of
and two third places. Bernier and Jr, Rockland; Prank A Tirrell. Jr.,
country and is likely to mean a con quest of Congressman Ralph O.
Cross showed up well for Brunswick. Rockland; Elbert L. Starrett, War Camden, deceased, Walter T. Joy siderable expansion in these exist Brewster, the senior member of the
House delegation from Maine who
ing schools.
The Rockland team is in Old ren; Charles P. Dwinal, Camden; of Camden, admr.
Eastern and northern Maine presented th situation to the
Petition
for
License
to
Sell
Real
Town today, and Saturday goes to Harry C. Edgecomb, Appleton; Wil
were selected for this experiment Speaker.
the State meet in Portland. Pros1 liam T Smith. Thomaston; Lloyd Estate granted: Estate Orrin Au- Ij because of the good oldfashioned
Mrs. Smith is spending a week in
peels for next year look good to F. Crockett, North Haven; Albert J. gust us Wellman, late of Rockport. I American atmosphere that has pre- Washington clearing up many
office details and conferring with
Coach Bowden, with four promising Rawley. St. George: Freeman L. deceased, presented by Jerome C.
Congressional leaders in connection
late of Vinalhaven, deceased, first with her campaign and her Com
sophomores on the squad. However, Roberts, Vinalhaven; Albert J. Burrows, admr.
Petition for Change of Name and final account presented by mittee assignments for the remain
the Seniors will be missed consider Smalley, St. George.
granted; Nina Christie of Vinalha Floyd O. Robertson, admr ; Anna der cf the regular session after her
ably. all of whom have scored heav
LINCOLN COUNTY
ven, name changed to Nina Louise Batze, Alien, of Berlin, Germany, induction into office following the
ily all season. The seniors are Ous
election on June 3
Re pub lit ail
Ames.
first and final account presented by
Huntley, Bill Buckminster, Frank
Wlille the situation is extremely
Senator -Clifford H. Buck, SouthPetition
for
Reduction
of
Bond
Elmer C. Davis of Rockland, Agent unusual without a Democratic op
Spinney and David Mazzeo Tlie
port; Alden C. Stilphen, Dresden.
granted: Estate Cora R. Halstrick for Walther Ritter of said Berlin, ponent it is still Uie desire of Re
summary;
Judge of Probate—John W Brack late of Rockland, deceased, present duly appointed and legally quali publican leaders that as large a vote
100-yard dash — Bernier (B);
as possible shall be turned out ln
ett. Boothbay Harbor.
ed by Frank L. Young of Sudbury. fied guardian; Margaret M Spruce, the election ln June.
Huntley (ft); Economy <R>.
Clerk of Courts—Leslie A. Blake, Mass, exr.
of Camden, first and final account
220-yard dash — Bernier (B);
Boothbay Harbor; Ralph B. Boyd,
Petition for Release from Guardi presented by Stonfe T. Jamieson,
Huntley ifti; Storer (Ri.
School Baseball
Boothbay Harbor; Clarence A Rich
440-yard dash—Cross <B); Storer ards, Damariscotta; Austin E. Trask, anship granted: Estate, Margaret gdn.
M Spruce, of Camden, presented by
Petitions for Probate of Will pre St. George 24, Rocldand 7
(ft); Snow (R).
Newcastle.
Stonie T. Jamieson of Camden, gdn. sented for notice: John J Meehan,
Rockland High ran Into a blitz
880-yard dash — Mazzeo (R);
Sheriff — Melville G. Bradley,
Accounts Allowed: Octave P late of Philadelphia, Pa., deceased, krieg at Conimnnity Park Monday
Schrlenter (B); Buckminster (R).
Boothbay Harbor; Ralph W. Miller, Howard, late of Rockland, deceased, Andrew Meehan of Philadelphia,
afternoon, and when the custodian
Mile run—Buckminster (ft); Maz Waldoboro; Harvey Oliver Sprague,
second and final account presented Pa ; named admr. eta,; Walter E. of tiie grounds had picked up the
zeo (R); Schrienter <B>.
Jefferson.
by Edwin R. Edwards, exr.; Alice E. Colson, late of Rockland, deceased, pieces it was found that St. George
High Jump—Huntley (R); tie.
Coun'y Attorney—James Blenn Singleton, of Warren, first account Minnie P Colson of Rockland had won by a 17-run margin. John
Spinney (ft), Cross <B»; Paquette Perkins, Jr.. Boothbay Harbor.
presented by G D Ooulb, gdn; named exx; John B Robinson, late son headed the marry-go-round by
County Commissioner—Alfred B. Lewis A. Arey, of Owls Head, first of Warren, deceased, Elizabeth E
crossing the platter six timbes in as
Broad Jump—Huntley (R); Cross Chaput, Nobleboro.
account presented by Vinal B Robinson of Warren named exx ; many trips to it. Seastrom made
' B); Belanger (Bl.
Representatives to Legislature— Perry, cons.; Thomas Walker, late James T. Jones, late of Rockland,
Pole vault—Cross <Bi; tie, Small Daniel Carleton, Aina; Neota Fowles
ot Warren, deceased, third trust ac deceased, Charles T. Smalley of
(R); Weeks (B).
Grady, Whitefield; Clarence A. Race, count presented by George W. Rockland, named exr.; Samuel
Tuesday's game at Community
Javelin—Huntley (ft); Paquette Boothbay; Jason C Thompson, Walker, trustee; Lucy Cole Sim
Clark, late of Friendship, deceased, Park was washed out. At the end
(B).
Southport; Edward B. Denny, Jr., mons, late of Union, deceased, first Mary E. Stanley of Friendship, of the second inning, when play
Shot put—Huntley (R); Hamil Damariscotta; Spencer A. Gay, and final account ''presented by
named exx.; Etta M. Richards, late ceased, the score was Thomaston 3,
ton (B>; Snow (ft).
Damariscotta; Harry D. Mosher, Henry C. Simmons, and Eric M. of Thomaston, deceased, Eunice L. Rocklar.d 0.
Discus—Huntley (R); Snow (R); Wiscasset; Dorothy Erskine Roberts, Simmons, exrs.; William A. Luce,
Shorey of Thomaston named exx ;
Small (R).
Damariscotta.
Camden defeated Vinalhaven 10
late of Rockport, deceased, first ac Prank G. Creighton, late of Union,
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
count presented by Frank H. Ingra deceased, Agne.s H. Creighton of ) 4 at Camden Tuesday. Rain
The "One That Didn't Get Away
United States Senator
tiled to stop the contest.
ham, admr. d.b.n.c.t.a.; John Pas Union named exx.
Club" is getting off to a great start
Louis J. Brann, Lewiston.
cal, late of Rockport, deceased,
Petitions for Administration pre
this year with five members already
He likes his baseball, does Colby
Governor
first account presented by Prank H sented for notice: Estates, Annie
under the wire and this morning
Fulton J Redman, Bar Harbor.
Ingraham, admr. d.b.n.c.t.a • Lucy M. Simmons, late of Rockland, de N Wood of the Thomaston High
Victor Lacomb of Madison became
Representatives to Congress,
C Farnsworth, late of Rockland, de ceased, Cora L. Delano of Rockland School staff He grill manage the
the first angler to make the grade
Second District
ceased, 1st and final account pre named admx; George Shepard, "Red Wings, ' Ellsworth’s entry in
twice. While bass fishing in Went
Edward J. Beauchamp, Lewiston. sented by Boston Safe Deposit and late of Union, deceased, Herbert L. the Seacoast League. Principal
worth Pond at Athens, Lacomb took
Trust Qo. of Boston, Mass., special ' Grinnell of Union named admr.; Sturtevant will eschew athletics
KNOX COUNTY
a 5 pound 1 ounce and a 5 pound
admr.; Joseph LI. Melvin, late of Nettie Y. Rising, late of Rockland, during the Summer, which he will
Senator
—
Scott
F.
Kittredgp,
5 ounce small-mouth 'n just 15
Rockland, deceased, first and final i deceased, Prank H. Ingraham of spend at West Franklin. Two fine
minutes. These made him eligible South Thomaston.
account presented by Gilford B J Rockland named admr.; Amariah sportsmen.
(No county candidates listed)
for two memberships. Although tiie
Butler, exr.; Charlo., S Robertson. ! Kalloch. late of South Thomaston,
Representatives to Legislature —
bass season does not open until
j deceased, Sidney O. Hurd of South
Here Js a good one from Rangeley.
Laurence J. Hamlin, Rockland;
June 1st and Oien for fly fishing
Sunday morning, H. S. Darlington
castle.
Thomaston
named
admr.;
Fred
L.
Philip Howard. Rockland; William
only during the first 20 days Went
County Commissioner—Samuel J, Macomber, late of Rockland, de of Media, Pa., hooked a fish in
P. Cook, St. George.
worth Pond is one of the few waters
Knowlton, Damariscotta.
ceased, Charles T Smalley of Rock Hunter Cove which broke liis line.
LINCOLN COUNTY
where you can take this specie any
(No candidates for Judge of pro land named admr, d.b.n.
Nine hours later George Beem of
time they will bite. The boys had1
Senator Alton G. Winchenbach, bate or county attorney).
Petition for Change of Name pre Rangeley hooked Darlingions line
the law changed so they could get Waldoboro.
Representatives to Legislature
sented for notice, asking tliat the with a three pound trout still at
rid of the bass to give the salmoni
Clerk of Courts John I. Elagdon George H. Coombs, Waldoboro; name of George L. Wooltz of Rock tached. The line was positively
a better chance. Lacomb certainly' Wiscasset.
Joseph N McKown, Boothbay Har land be clianged to George L. Watts, identified and the fish divided be
Sheriff—George
did his share.
bor.
presented by said George L. Wooltz. tween the two anglers.

i

TWO MOKE BLZSIROYERS
, TO BE FLOATED MAY 31
Two more unite in Uncle Sam's
grooving fleet of destroyers are to
be christened at the Boston Navy
Yard. May 31, when the Nicholson
and tlie Wilkes will be floated in
stead of launched The pair were
built in a drydock, and the double
christening will take the place of
a double launching The Gwin will
be launched May 25.

ANN PAGE

LAMB FORES

PEANUT BUTTER

KIDNEY LAMB CHOPS
RIB LAMB CHOPS
CTCAI/C

Mgde with freshly roasted peso
expertly ground and tilted

PORTERHOUSE, SIRU

d I LH Ad

BOTTOM ROUND. Cubt or N

QAAQTQ
nUHw I W

He«»y Steei Reel, Choice ol h
PoncUae Benefit Round ot
SUNNYEIELD Smoked, Mild (
Choice ol Whole ot Either

MS If
21HWl

CHOCK ROAST
PORK LOINS

FANCY

V/HOLE ot EITH

u>

FOWL

L

BROILERS
native
^LOBSTERS LIVE. CHICKE

15

Me*

Hea^'e'

int UP .

J/uuiA & (SaqriaLbiA

TOMATOES
,
3 29
LETTUCE ICEBERG, CRISP 2 HDS 17
GRAPEFRUIT AXN<A 5™ 25'
red ripe

ARANfiEC
UnHUUkO

VALtNCIA

SIZE 200 220

doz

Perk up your
Picnic Menu with

■ A&P

OQ«
Zu

ROLLS, BUNS,

CABBAGE CRISP, TENDER
k
PINEAPPLES

S"S5

BREAD and
CAKES.—)

WILDMWC
buttw

Visit our modern
Money-Saving
BAKED GOODS
DEPT.

I SilvMbrssk t
\ buttm 4
\ SUNHYHM*
\

j, IB PRINTS

SUNNYFWD

PURE LARD
REFINED
PILLSBURY'S
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
MOXIE
CONTENTS ONLY
MUSTARD
TOMATO SOUP
Sparkle

mgi

24'2 LB A
BAG

O
0
LARGE A
BOTS Z

24H LB A
BAG

Holiday Suggaitions for
your 1st 1940 Picnic!

QUART (
JAR I

BONELESS

10!iOZ
CAN

R&R Chicken *CAN 39'
ANN PAGE

3 *kcs 11

CURE FRUIT FLAVORS—ICE CREAM
POWDERS ANO PUDDINGS

Olive Oil

POUND
PKG

QUEST
SIZE

SanDwichseRUD Vr II1
CAKE

ANN PAGE

ANN PAGE

'tAN

2:

LGE. «
PKG

Preserves

IaIIm Ann
<i'«P9
or Crsbsppld

8 OZ

tf |

JAR

||

LGE.
PKGS

ANN PACE

VCliy

Ann Page Honey V»1I
Gelatine
2VgU'
TissMes QcTt.n.ln( 3oF2Oo2<
TIS8H68 'cleansing oAool J
Super Suds " 2 pkggs 3!
Palmolive Soap 2 CAKES 1
Cerned Beef HASH 2 LANS 2
SILVER SKILLET

J
I
4

fldVO.S

Salad Dressing

JAH

17'
25'

YUKON
BEVERAGES
GINGER ALE, CLUB SODA,
LIME RICKEY-Assorted Flavors
Contents
29 OZ
Only
<| BOTS

S

Slfit
Ztl

Ivory Soap

462 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND, MAINE
"Grocery and produce prices also
effective at Belfast, and 37 Elm Street, Camden'

100% pure hydrogenated
vegetable shortening for
cakes, pies and trying.
1 LB ft
3 IB
CAN
CAN

| 3rc

QA
03

Evcry-Olher Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

s
May 31 Educational Club picnic with
Mrs Hazel Woodward
June 1—Knox Pomona meets with
West Rockport Orange
June 2 Baccalaureate services at the
Community Building
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion ln the Second Maine District.
June 6 - - Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall.
June 6-- Rockland High School com
mencement exercises
June 6—Thomaston High School
Alumni banquet at Congregational
Church.
June 7 -Thomaston
High School
Alumni ball at Watts hall
June 7 Rockland High School Alum
ni reception at High School auditorium
June 8-14- Flag Week
June 10-Rockport. Alumni banquet
June 10 — Camden
Hign School
Alumni banquet at Yacht Club
June 11 — Rockport — Garden Club
meets wl h Mrs. Annie J. Oardiner
June 13 — Vinalhaven
Commence
ment exercises at Memorial hall.
June 14- Flag Day picnic of lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett's
cofage, Spruce Head
June 16—Fathers Day,
June 17- Primary Election
June 18- Camden Opera House. Jim
mie and Dick Radio and Amateur Show
June 24-tF.epubllcan National Con
vention In Philadelphia
July 18-18 — Thomaston — American
1-egiun fair
Aug 20-23 Union Fair
Aug 27-28 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug 31-Sept 3 Blue HUI fair.

Tlie Rockland High School com
mencement ball will be held at
Oakland Park Pavilion tomorrow
night.
Parents and friends of scouts are
invited to the Friday. Saturday and
Sunday camporee at the headquar
ters on Old County road.
Wednesday night ot 7 30 the Sal
vation Army will conduct a memo
rial service ut tlie Achom ceme
tery. The women of the Corps
will decorate the graves of departed
Salvation Army soldiers.

------->
Repairs were made Wednesday on
the bell at St. Bernard’s Church
which will be tolled Memorial Day
15 minutes before Mass at 7 45 and
again at the evening devotions. On
Sundays and lioly days henceforth
this bell will sound its rail to wor
ship.

Rage Three
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PROGRAM FOR MEMORIAL DAY

Snapped During Recess Time

I

Exercises On the Grand Army Premises
Parade Thursday Afternoon and
The following Memorial Dny or- , the speaker Hector G Staples,
ders have been issued for next Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War
Thursday's observance.
Veterans.
It is hereby ordered that all orWinslow-Holbrook Post, American
ganlzations participating in the pa- j Legion.
rade report at O A R. hall, Limerock | Huntley-Hill Past. Veterans of
street at 1 o'clock daylight, Thurs- Foreign Wars.
day.
Sons of American Legion.
Parade will start at 130 p. m.,
Anderson Camp. 8. of V
right of line forming on Unionj Edwin Libby Relief Corps.
street, opposite Methodist Church, i Spanish War Auxiliarwy.
extending over Union and down | Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.
Limerock street. Second Division
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary.
to form on School and Spring
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign
Wars.
streets.
Line of March: Over Union to
Auxiliary to Veterans of Foreign
Park, down Park, up Main, hailing Wars.
In front of Elks Home, while flowers'I Auxiliary to Sons of Union Vetare strewn on the water, volley fired erans.
by squad from Battery E and taps
Boy Scouts of America,
Girl Scouts.
blown, for the Nution's dead buried
at sea.
School children.
Tlie parade will tlien continue up
Fire Department.
Main street to Ralph Ulmer Park
At tlie conclusion of tlie parade
where services will be conducted by i the following exercises will be held
the Spanish War Veterans and Aux- on tlie Grand Army premises:
Ulary. The parade will then proMusic, Rockland Rand,
ceed up Cottage street to North
Prayer, Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugli
Main, down Main to Limerock, up ' Gen. Logan's Orders, Edwin S.
Limerock to Orand Army hall,' Mullen
where tfl> exercises will be lield.
I Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, by
It Is requested that all flags be Ernest Dondis
displayed Memorial Day half staff j Necrology of Edwin Libby Post,
until noon, then full staff.
' G A.R., I. Leslie Cross.
Organizations will form ln tills ) Comet solo, Marion and Dudley
order:
Harvey.
Platoon of American legion Po
Necrology of Ralph Ulmer Comp,
lice.
S.W.V., Commander. Ralph E.
Col. Ralph W Brown and staff, Ebherty.
Adjutant Capt. Chester Slader,
Cornet solo. Marion and Dudley
Daniel Noonan chief of staff. Past Harvey,
Deportment Commander, H. G. J Necrology of Winslow-Holbrook
Staples, A. L., Past Department J Post, A. L., Commander Albert
Commander Oliver R. Hamlin, V. Wallace.
F W , and Commander of HuntleyNecrology of Huntley-Hill Post,
Hill Post, V. F W , and Mlkel Ris- i VF W, Commander Oliver Hatntaino, chief bugler
lln.
First Division, Past Commander ' ’'Flanders Fields," Nancy Howard.
Austin P. Brewer of Winslow-Hol- , Music, Rockland Band,
brook Post, AL.. commanding.
Address. Hector G. Staples. Past
Rockland City Band.
Department Commander of the
Second Battalion, 240th C. A Bat- I American Legion,
Decoration of Monument.
tery E. Rockland and Battery F of
Thomaston
Dirge, Band, followed by taps.
Automobiles containing the com "Star Spangled Banner," Band.
Benediction, Rev. H. R. Wlnmander of the Post, Mayor Edward
R. Veazie, Col. I. Ieslie Cross and J chenbaugh.

The Moran Services
Funeral services for Postmaster
Edward C. Moran, Sr. will be held
at hls late residence 73 Beecli street
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Rev. Corwin H. Olds of the Congre
gational Church officiating. Tlie
Interment will be in Achom ceme
tery. Notified early Tuesday morn
ing of hi* father’s critical Illness,
U. S. Maritime Commissioner Ed
ward C. Moran, Jr., Immediately
left tlie National Capital by plane,
but did not know that the elder Mo
ran’s heart attack had resulted fat
ally until he reached New York '
Commissioner Moran came on from
Augusta ln a motor car. Hls sister, ;
Mrs. Phyllis Moran True had mean- I
time arrived from Melrose, Mass,|
after a Journey of little more than
three hours. Mrs. Edward C Mo
ran, Jr., comes in time for the fu
neral.
Tlie bearers will be W Bruce
Adams of Fitchburg. Mass., James
Connellan, Morris B Perry and
Henry C. Cliatto.

Warden Supervisor Guy Nelson
of Canaan looks for some good fish
ing at Lake George near Skowhegan
as the result of the planting of two
truckloads of smelt there this week.
These lads at the Grace Street School. Rockland, were choosing up for a game of scrub. Those were the Some good salmon and togue are
happy days.
—Photo by Dow.
coming from Emden Pond, he says.

STATE OF MAINE

SPECIAL ELECTION
For the Second Congressional District

The rarest metal in all the world
is protactinium, which. In the pres
ent market ls worth approximately
$1,006,000 an ounce.

CANDIDATES to be voted for in the Special Election to be held June
3, 1946, in the Second Congressional District.
Penalty fur wilfully defacing, tearing down or destroying a list of can
didates ur a specimen ballot. FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.
FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of State.

SPECIMEN BAJJ.OT

COMING!
Watts Hall, Thomaston

SATURDAY, JUNE 8

Tony, Waneta and
Buddy
Radio Stars of U'BZ

65*66

In any sport or sport
clothes it’s great

to back a winner
It must he pretty terrible (u buy

u sport ensemble and then find

uut lhat is isn’t in the running

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Matinee Saturday at 2.36
Sunday at 3 p. in.
Single Evening Shows at 8 p. nt.

Willi the clothes you could have

purchased.

Never happens lo our customers
fur these sport clothes are the
last wurd . , . there’s nothing
tliat the Fourth of July ran show

■
Louis Bromfield. whose new novel
us in fashion or fabric that isn’t
THURS.-FRI.,
MAY
30-31
"Night ln Bombay" (Harper and
here today.
One of thr Premiere Nrw England
Brothers i, ls just off the press, has
Showings
spent much time in India where he
RALPH RICHARDSON
has as many friends as in Europe
Sport Jackets
and MERI.F, OBERON
and America. In 1937 hls flrst In
In
dian novel, "The Rains Came," was
$10, $12.50, $13.50
Tlie British semi-documentarv
war film—based on actual events
published and achieved a phenom
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRATIC
which took place sometime alter
A baby moose only four days old.
enal success both in England and
Flannel Slack*
the outbreak of hostilities.
For Representative to Congress
For Representative to Congress
was captured by Warden Whitten
America In the new novel, Mr.
“
The
Lion
Ha*
Wings
”
at Northport this week and lias been
Bromfield has created a group of
$3.50, $5.00, $6.00
MARGAHET CHASE SMITH
delivered at the State Game Farm
memorable characters, and lias
Special Matinee Memorial Day
Skowhegan Q
IJ
al 3.00. Evening Single Show (toil
ln Oray, where lt will be brought
placed them In a setting at once
Sport Shirts
up on the bottle. A cute youngster,
□
startling, tawdry and beautiful.
□
SATURDAY ONLY, JUNE 1
destined some day to be a jxmderThere are maharajahs, millionaires,
$1.00 to $2.50
ous brute challenging the progress
ranees, British governors, Arab
BORIS KARLOFF
Now
who
were
those
young
men
The
Jolly
J-H
Club,
accompanied
of automobiles.
Monday afternoon Gordon Fraser
horse dealers, visiting Europeans China bought twice as many Bibles
by members of Junior Women's Club and women seen on the street Tues
Sport Ensemble*
“MAN WITH
and beautiful Indian women, crooks and twice as many New Testaments and his two children walked across'
enjoyed a Jolly picnic Wednesday day afternoon eacli carrying a good and swindlers, swarming through as in 1937. The Bible Society esti a half mile section of Cross Lake ln
When Warden Bill Davis parked
NINE LIVES”
$4.00 to $10.00
at Sagamore State park ln Camden. sized box. If the boxes contained
the lobby of the Taj Mahal Hotel mates that nine-tenths of the two the Aroostook Fish river chain, j
hls car in front of Tlie CourlerAlso
on thr Program
lunch
the
possessors
certainly
had
A cooked food sale will be held by
Tuesday
morning
they
paddled
a
in Bombay where Carol Halma, Bill billion people in the world might
Oazette office Tuesday afternoon
GEORGE O'BRJEN
the Jolly J-H ers Saturday ln Bur their appetites with them.
Straw Hat*
Wainrlght, Homer Merrill, Mrs. hear the Bible read today In the canoe across the same spot.
andJnvited a reporter to view its
VIRGINIA VALE
pees furniture store.
Trollope and the Baroness gather language they understand.
"passenger'' a group of interested
A new woman's shop opens its
$1.00 to $5.00
from the four corners of the earth
persons quickly gatliererd. The
Life is conditioned by Uie
“LEGION OF THE
doors Saturday. It is located at 471
Hon. Frederick O. Payne. Repub
From London comes news that thoughts entertained.
for an exciting adventure.
passenger, tightly enclosed in wire
LAWLESS”
Main street in the new E. L. Spear
Mr Bromfield was born in Mans Richard Llewellyn, whose novel,
netting, was a young beaver clad ln lican gubernatorial candidate, will block and carries a line of general
fur that is worth $35 ln any mar speak Friday night at 8 o'clock at turnishlngs for women. Mrs. F. field, Ohio, in 1896. When he re "How Green Was My Valley" is
SUN.-MON., JUNE 2-3
ket today. It was trapped by War the Camden Y M C.A. There will Heikkinen of New York is proprle turned from Europe, where he has still leading fiction best-sellers in
“ABE LINCOLN
lived for many years, he went back America, is working as chief Transden Adelbert Piper of Auburn and be music by the Camden High
NOW OPEN
tor.
TEL. 294
IN ILLINOIS”
to Ohio and bought a 400-acre farm j port Officer for ENfi.A. (Entertainhas been released on Monroe Island School Band and the public ls in
(Under New Management)
416
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
with
the
star
of
the
stage
vited.
Friday
noon
Mr
Payne
will
not
far
Irom
the
place
where
he
1
ments
National
Services
Associaby Warden Davis, where lt becomes
From the Hope corespondent
S AME FINE FOODS AND SERVICE
success
was bom. There he ls building a tion), directing the movements of •
the property of Mrs. Grace Tufts speak at Clark Island.
RAYMOND MASSEY
comes the glad tidings: "The many
TENANT'S HARBOR, ME.
Fa,nice of Massachusetts, owner of
beautiful new home, where he ex- about 500 concert parties which are
65*lt
fine orchards scattered throughout
the Island. To keep the gnawer
"Nate" Saunders not only wit this village will be at their best pects to make his headquarters per- going about, entertaining the troops
manently. He has spent the greater [ in England and France,
from being lonesome a mate will be nessed the recent Armstrong light
about Sunday and are well worth
provided. Six beaver liberated ln ln Boston, but at the ringside had
part of the winter in Hollywood
a trip to Hope. What ls lovelier
this section six years ago. have mul tlie satisfaction of securing the
working on a motion picture.
Pitts Sanborn. Music Critic of.
than an apple orchard In bloom?
• • • •
tiplied to 70, according to Warden autograph of the famous Red Sox
the New York World-Telegram, has
Davis.
Tlie Hev. George B. Gilbert, who j signed a contract with Macmillan
star, Jimmie Foxx. The name was
Because of the Inclement weather
has lived near Middletown, Conn.,
a biography of Kirsten Flagwritten on the front of a blank Sunday the trip to Megunticook
for
42
years,
serving
a
country
parstad
the Metropolitan Opera so- '
Banana Cocoanut ice cream, check, as Nate happened to have and the CCC Park the YP C.U had
made from pure fruit and shredd- no scrap paper. Another Nate- contemplated had to be postponed lsh a hundred miles square, tells prano, for publication in the late ,
less coconut at all E. & M. Ice Nathan Berliawsky—proprietor of until next Sunday. The time will the story of his adventurous life in tall. It is understood that Mme.
entertaining autobiography, Flagstad received a cable from her
Cream dealers.
64-66 The Thorndike Hotel, has several remain the same, 1 45 p. m. and the an
"Forty Years a Country Preacher," husband ln Norway at the beginning
valued autographs, among them the place to meet , the Universalist
Our huge stocks of Summer necessities are at your service. We carry every
Lawn mowers sharpened called names of Frank Buck (Bring 'em Church. The local union will meet published by Harper and Brothers of the war in that country, blit has
thing you can possibly need for Summer comfort at home, at the beach or on the
for and delivered. Prompt, depend back alive), Frederic March and the Gardiner and Augusta Unions at on May 17. Mr. Gilbert was selec heard nothing since. Those in j
Summer
estate.
able service. John L. Beaton, Tel. Noel Coward. "One of the finest Camden and will proceed to hike ted as a typical country preacher, high places suffer as well as those
421-W, City. 65 Oliver St
64-66 looking men I ever saw,'' is Mr. Mt. Megunticook. Upon returning and the one with the best story to in lowly conditions when war with
Lawn
tell, as the result of a contest which all its terror strikes.
Berlawsky's opinion of Frederic a visit will be made to the Camden
Umbrellas
brought ln 1,760 letters from all
March.
and
C.C.C. Camp and a weinie roast
GARDNER’S
parts of the county, each of which
Macmillan announces a motion
will be held at the Park. The eve
Lawn
Sets
was read by at least three judges. picture edition of Rachel Field’s
The gay colors of
Tlie Knox County Camera Club ning meetlnng will follow. The de- One of the committee who visited
Lawn
Umbrellas
novel "All Tills, and Heaven Too,"
LOBSTER, STEAKS, FRIED CLAMS awarded these prizes Tuesday night votlonals Sunday evening were led him in his home says of him:
and lawn Sets
for publication in June. The book
PORT CLYDE. ME.. ROUTE 131 to the Akron Camera Club: "Path by Douglas Cooper. Tlie program
add much to anv
"He seems to be one of the hap will be illustrated with 16 full-page
TEL. 3-23
home or summer
way Home," by P. J. Zeigler, was consisted of impromptu reports by piest men on earth, not because he
64*65
pictures. Miss Field, who has been
estate. We carry
awarded first prize; a surveyors the delegates to the recent Y P.C.U. has e^nomic security, not because
living ln Hollywood for the past
Lawn
Umbrellas
transit imposed against a cloud- State convention ln Aubtirn. The he has achieved a certain degree of
from $2.95 up.
few winters, has been visiting She
complete
reports
will
follow
at
a
studded sky won second honors; a
Ask our prices on
broad popularity, but because lie set once a week to watch the mak- ;
thr gay and useful
simple pattern of huge masses of later meeting At the business has devoted his life to making
ing
of
picture.
Between
visits,
she
Lawn Sets.
concrete called "Norris Dam," meeting it was voted to have Helen others happy, and, through that ef
THE NEW CHAISETTES
has been wording on a hooked rug
gained the third prize: and cattle Crockett forward ail news to the fort, won that greatest of all prizes,
One of the happiest of the nrw creations is
whose central design will be a por
new
YPC.U.
newspaper.
At
the
grazing in afternoon sunlight re
real happiness for himself."
the highly practical and ornamental Chalsettes.
trait of Bette Davis as Miss Field's
ceived honorable mention. Presi board meeting a nominating com
See them in our windows; note their color and
Mr. Gilbert has been chaplain of own great-aunt, Henriette, the
charm, and discover their attractive price by
dent Osgood Gilbert announced the mittee of three outgoing officers the Connecticut Senate, sat In its
GLENCOVE
heroine of “All This, and Heaven
was chosen to determine a new
usking within the store. Gliders iu all styles
June meeting would be held on
House from 1927 to 1929, has been Too.’ The rug will be presented to
GRANGE HALL
and colors—
slate of officers
Wednesday, the 12th. possibly at one
on the Middletown City Council, is Miss Davis. Tlie book has already
$12.95 and up
of
the
beaches,
and
the
ladies'
night
Hal’s Rhythmaires
now on the school board. For 25 been translated into Finnish, Swed
July 16. when Wilbur Senter, Jr.,
years he has written a column for ish, Danish, Dutch, Norwegian, Po- '
ADMISSION 35c and 25c
would show color movies of his re
the Rural New Yorker. The ex lish, Spanish (for South America),1
14-Th-tf cent trip to California.
PORCH SHADES
periences and anecdotes in hls book Hungarian, and Portugese (for
TUESDAY. JUNE 4—9.00 A. M.
At Store Next to Ballard's Business reveal that he Is a genial, humorous Brazil).
and PORCH FURNITURE
School
and resourceful man.
CARD OF THANKS*
C. F. WILLIAMS & CO.

GREGORY’S

Ruth’s Lobster Bowl

LOBSTER GRILL

DANCE

Every Saturday Nite

RUMMAGE SALE

Yacht Sailmakers
£>ST BOOTHBAY, MAINE
'
41Th80

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
$98, 781-1 ac 781-11
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
118-tf

We wish to express the appreciation
we feel for the kindness shown in our
time of sorrow; for the floral tributes
and for the use of cars
•
,
Blethen family

NOTICE
i
Board of Registration
The Board of Registration of the City
of Rockland, Maine, will be in M»?ston
at their room in the City Building,
Thumday. Friday. Saturday. Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday. June 6. 7. 8
10. 11. and 12. A D 1040. from nine
o clock in the forenoon to one o'clock
in the afternoon, and from t».
five o'clock in the afternoon, and from
seven to nine oclock In the afternoon
(standard time), to receive evidence
touching the qualifications of voters
in said city, and to verify the correct
ness of the lists of voters. No applica
tions for Absent Voting Ballots will
be approved after five o'clock in the
afternoon of Saturday. June 15, 1940.
when this session closes.
Per order of the Board of Registra
tion
By FRANK W FULLER.
Chakman
05-06

Rockland Chapter of Hadassah

Ambulance Service
•

RUSSELL

FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 882
ROCKLAND, ME.
88-tf

• • « «

An Increase of five percent ln
Bible circulation in 1939, when 7,370,908 volumes of the Scriptures
were distributed, was reported at
the recent annual meeting of the
American Bible Society In New
York. The volumes were circulated
in more than 40 countries and in
approximately 200 languages. The
five percent rise over last year does
not really represent the Increased
demand, it is added, since budget
Unfits prevented greater activity.
For example, in Latin America, the
Society was able to meet less than
two-thirds of the call for volumes.
This and the development of Bible
training schools ls notably aiding
ln reducing illiteracy, lt is claimed.

Ed. White of Ihe Enfield Hatchery
says that togue fishing at Cold
Stream Pond was never better and
that the fish are running large and
lively.

An asset lo Summer comfort and

thr appearance of thr home is the
Porch Shade.« We slock them in a
wide array of colors, styles and prices.

Special—Croquet Sets—a Summer

Seaplane Service
ROCKLAND, V1NAI4IAVEN.
NORTH HAVEN

necessity—

$1.00 per set and upwards

I^ave Daily, Standard Time
Rockland. 8.00 A. M„ 3.30 P. M.
Vinalhaven, 8.15 A. M., 3.45 P. M.
North Haven, 8.25 A. M„ 3.56 P. M.

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next to Public landing. Tel. 338

66-tf

EVERYTHING
FOR SUMMER USE

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 980
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WALDOBORO, £
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MRS I OUTSE
j

,Correspondent' . .
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„
.
v ■ ■'
Tel. 27

Goes To Waldoboro
Appleton Pastor Given
Farewell Honors By His
Church Members

WARREN
ALENA L. 9TARMHT
Correspondent

ftftftft
A farewell reception was tendered
Tel 40
to Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter, at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oliver of
Mrs. John H. Lovell who has. the church ln Appleton last Thurspassed the winter in Louisville. Ken. ] da>’ night. Despite the inclement North Abington, Mass., are guests
with her son Dr. Harvey Lovell has i weather, a large gathering testl- of Mr. and Mrs Frank L. Davis.
returned home.
Ifled to the estwm m whkh
Highlands School at East War
and Mrs. Nutter are held ln this ren. of which Mrs Lina Smith is
Mrs. Emma E. Spear of Portland
community. The affair was In teacher, will present a safety pro
ls guest of her daughter, Mrs. B. G,
I charge of Mrs. Julia Mitchell, gram of plays, recitations and songs
Miller over Memorial Day.
,
......
. ,, _ .
...
.
o. _
» assisted by Mrs. Julia Courier, Mrs Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of
___
Evelyn Pitman, Mrs. Sheila Hart.
Tickets for the Thomaston High
Philadelphia are at their home on
William Darroch and Maynard
School Alumni ball, to be given
Main street.
Brown served as masters of cere
dune 7 at Watts hall are on sale at
Mrs. Karl Norton and Miss Cath monies.
the Gardiner Drug Store.
erine Gaul have returned to White
The program opened with the
The Woman's Club meeting has
Plains. N. Y. after passing several Lord's Prayer, led by Mr. Darroch,
been
changed from June 6 to June
days here.
followed by a song by the North
Miss Jean Fisher of Albany, N. Y. Appleton girls and boys, accompan 13. in order that the speaker. Edwin
is employed at the Waldoboro Press. ied by Mrs. Helen Johnson; greet L. Brown of Rockland, may be
She is making her home with Mr. ing from the Parish by Mr. Dar- available, his lecture to be on art
roch; song. Lonnie and Mabelle Me- and 10 ’>f Uluatrated.
and Mrs. William Labe.
Mrs Sarah Stafford, worthy ma servey; greeting from the Church,
The fire department was called
tron of Wlwurna Chapter, OES. ls bj' Miss Cecelia Whitney; song by Friday afternoon to a chimney fire
attending sessions of the Grand Frank Meservey; greeting from the at the home of Herbert Weaver.
Chapter In Portland this week.
Circle, by Mrs Sheila Hart; poem,
Miss Rosa Spear. Chester Spear,
American Legion Auxiliary will by Mrs. Irene Mink; song by Joseph and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane were
serve a supper Saturday in Legion Gushee
recent guests of Mr and Mrs
hall.
A dainty lunch was then served by Harry Spear In Camden.
Mrs. Joseph DI Napoli has re the committee, after which Rev. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. W R Walter and
turned from a visit In Revere. Mass. Nutter expressed his thanks to all j Mrs. Teague of North Waldoboro
Mrs. Helen Marple has returned ln the community who had co-op were recent callers at the home of
from a visit ln Arlington. Mass.
erated In making pleasant the three Mr and Mrs Ezra Savage.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz were years which he and Mft. Nutter
Boys' and girls' baseball and softPortland visitors Monday.
have spent in Appleton. Mr. and ball teams of the Grammar and
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was In Mrs. Nutter were the recipients of
Intermediate schools played the
a gift from the community, and
Augusta Tuesday on a visit.
Grammar and Intermediate school
At the annual meeting of the were also presented with a large of Union, at Union, Monday. The
Ladies Central Cemetery Associa maybasket. Best wishes from their
Grammar girls were the only win
tion held Friday afternoon at the many friends in Appleton go with ners for Warren.
home of Mrs. Maude Clark Gay them to their new home in Waldo
Officers of the Baptist Church
these officers were re-elected: Presi boro. Congregational singing of
dent, Mrs. Frederick Brummitt; 'God Be With You TUI We Meet Scho°1 eIected Sunday are: SuPer’
lntendent, Mrs. Helen Borneman;
vice presidents, Mrs. Willis Crowell; Again" fittingly brought the eve
assistant superintendents. Herbert
Mrs. Elizabeth Poor; secretary. Miss ning to a close.
Kenniston, and Miss Alice Piper;
Edna Young; treasurer, Mrs. Gay;
------------------secretary. Miss Jeannette Over lock;
auditor. Mrs. John H. Lovell.
FRIENDSHIP
treasurer. Miss
Irene Simmons:
deNew books in the PubUc Library | E. j. Beckett who has employment I partem
superintendents,
young
'•

CIVIL WAR VETERANS
(Can you identify them?)

Every-Other-Day

•
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs Henry KcUer entertained
the Tuesday Club.
Memorial Day exercises wiU be
held at 9 a. m. instead of an earlier
hour as formerly. The line forms
at the corner of Mt. Pleasant and
Rockland streets, marches to the
cemetery and on returning to the
Square disbands to be transferred
to Rockville.
The morning church service Sun
day wUl be combined with tlie Sun
day School and tlie whole service
will be over in time for those who
desire to attend the baccalaureate
services at the Rockport Methodist
Church. Members of the church
school as well as those who usually
attend the morning srevlce will'
meet at 0.30 a m After a short
message by Rev. C Vaughn Over
man the Sunday School classes
will convene Evening union service
ln this church at 7.
Work has begun on the "island"
in the square A traffic light is
also to be installed there,

Senter Crane Company

KENWOOD

Blanket Club

Public 4-H Demonstration
The Singing Sewing 4-H Girl's
Clug and the Amateur Farmers'
Boys' Club presented their public
demonstration May 24 at the Grange i
hall. The demonstration put on by '
Join Our Kenwood Blanket Club Now and Save!
tlie girls was one which they ar-1
ranged themselves entitled "How a [
All'Wool—size 72x84—3 inch Satin Binding
Judging Contest on Table Setting j
is Conducted” and included all I
members.
The boys' demonstrations were
“Building a Chicken Feeder" by
Robert Deane; "Transplanting' by
Daniel Andrews and Walter An
drews, also "Planting and Fertiliz
Pay only 50c down and 50c per week
ing a Garden" by Herbert Hurme
and Harold Tolman. Following
these, both clubs Joined in a min
I'pper right. No. 2
I'pper left. No. 1
strel show with plenty of Jokes,
Lower right. No. 4
Lower left. No. 3
snappy songs and colorful costumes.
ft «.«****•*****»
The names will be published in "Saturday's issue.
There were about €0 in the audi
♦
4
ence.
t
4
Names of Veterans whose pictures appeared in Tuesday's issue:
A four-man band from Rockport
4
4
No. 1—Albert M. Fales
No. t—Edward M. Knight
ft
furnished music before the pro
No. 3—Edgar Beverage
No. 4—Theodore Roosen
ALL kinds of repair work on build
are "Head of the House’ by Orace st Magee Island for the summer1
w<rtton; Junior girla,
gram and between the demonstra ings lawn grading flower gardening
Livingston HUI; “But You Are was
- •home
over the weekend
CECIL
SAWYER 572 Old County Rd
tions
and
minstrel.
They
were
Mrs. Lena Simmons: Junior boys..
Young by Josephine Lawrence;
EAST WALDOBORO
I Roy Moon, school band leader; Ar- !**********«■ ♦ a City________________________________ 63*65 >
Mr. and Mrs. George Frisbee of Roger Teague; primary. Mss Ella J 0 StCIH The VorteX
DEPENDABLE outside salesman want
“Come Spring,'' Ben Ames Wil Thomaston were visitors Sunday
PAIR of . horses
for sale,__ _black
and ru
Chester Wren has bought from | thur Turner. Maurice Marston and
oooo
nt
.„
ed ‘for
tfi natiuiiflin
nationally «u'rinwu
ad'ertlsed nn»*
line ’of
>* run*
eleeSimmons; cradle roll and beginners,
roan weigh 2900 will ,sell ,sepsr.le Can
refrigerator,
A
connection
liams; "Inside Europe ’ and “Inside at the home of Vance Collamore.
Capt. I. E. Archibald the property Maurice Carleton
WALPAS SALLINEN with a good Arm
after $ p
Mrs. Susie Oxton; home, Mrs. Wil
Definitely not a
64*69
W. R. Walter Asks a
South Cushing
Asia" by John Genther; “The World
______________ bell ringing
job Reference* required
formerly owned by John SidenPreceding the demonstrations a
A crew of 14 men are encamped liam Stackhouse.
14-ft
marconi
rigged
center
SALESMANSHIP
’
care The
JEFP
Question,
Then
Answers
Is Like That,” Kathleen Norris;
sparker.
public supper was served. The pro board sail boat for sale sails included | Courier-Gazette
65 67
on Crotch Island where they are
Mrs Hattie Dart of Sanford is
"Sons of tlie Saddle." William Mc cutting pulpwood.
RICKMORES
33
Traverse
ft
’
Tel
WIDOW
50
excellent
housekeeper
Through the Scriptures . Mrs Helen Marple, Reginald ceeds from this will be used to help
I visiting friends in this town, and
J69 R City
54*66 and cook desires position: go any
Leod Rain- “Kitty Foyle,” Christo
.
where prefer small saltwater farm and
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:- ™onahan and family' of the village toward the expenses of sending
WELL established milk business for onc adult
Wttte “P" care Courierpher Morley; Moment in Pekin, Lin Mrs. Addie Livingston. Mrs. Wil-. -s l^ated at the home of Mrs Alice
visited Sunday at Mrs. Nellie Reev- their delegates to State Camp ta sale including seven good cows five
65*07
fred
Kershaw
and
daughter
/Gordon
Notwithstanding the Christian, x
Jue’ freshened two about to freshen
Yutang; "Drums Along the Mo
June.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted; live ln; lleht
Apply
V
B
PERRY
Owls
Head
6S*H
churches are praying for the sue- i char)e. Uwry
Sutle MlUer
work 74 PLEASANT ST . Cltv
A5-«7
hawk,' Walter Edmonds; “The Jorie of LoweU. Mass , spent thel Mrs Ullie w Hill
TOMATOES PTS^r5'.nPn,?.!‘|leSkJnJL’ ! COMPETENT captain for 50-ft. aUkForty Days of Musa Dagh" by Franz weekend at
home of Mr and
cess of the Allies fighting for thetr jc( RpcUand were callers Sunday at
Mrs. Lorada. Boggs who has been erous.
Mrs.
Lizzie
Wlutemore
Hill,
72.
Iv
K-m IS
1 diary cutter wan'ed for three month-.
Werfel and “Ake and His World” by Mrs. E. J. Beckett.
!L»“rSL.
Harpawell
Call OBOROB
in Rockland with Mr. and Mrs. Al oppo ' Itc Oakland Park
wife of Charles Hill, died Sundav at liberties across the sea. and the _ fcrey Miller's and J. L. Flanders;
64-66
TOWN 2-3 collect after 6pm
Funeral psychological training of the Ameri-.
Bertil Malmberg with illustrations Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker oj|her homc ln
and Mrs L A Winchenbach ton Mank has returned.
1931 DeLUXE -edan for sale fine con
MEN and Women Introduce new
Medford, Mass., have returned home services were held Tuesday after-[ man nund in their behalf, it would
by Miss Barbara Cooney.
lean than 17 000 mile- al< wood double hybrid delphiniums your local
Waidnhn™ and Mrs Clara
Leland Boggs and William Heath dition
tire- Price right 88 TILLSON AVE
ity
Separate colors, big demand rea
after spending a week at the home-i
____________________________________
65*67 son -taring No deposits no deliver
of Mr and Mrs Isaac Poland
at the Russe11 Puneral Homf appear Ulat ,Or
rWUOD the
of South Weymouth Mass., are painting with the Maine Cen
ies. no experience or Inve- ment need
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Pound.
ln
Rodtiand,
and
burial
was
at
thc
mighty
was
withholding
Hu
sup-*^^guests
Sunday
at
C.
Bowers'
tral railroad crew.
26 FT motor boat for wale mahogany ed
MEDOMAK
Pay checks mailed on reeetpts of
finish tnxtde; boat and motor In good
Mrs. R. R Thompson was recent Leonard cemetery ln Warren. Mrs port.. We all wonder why this is so,
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney of Cushing
Mrs J. L. Flanders and Mias Ma condl ton. speed. 25 miles. L C TUR orders KAY BEE Newark. N Y 64*66
caller on Mrs. Bertha Jameson and i Hill was born in this town, daughter when we all know the aggressors are Ii Mrs Gpor8e °°m !> an
aug
THREE-room
furnished
apairtment
NER Isle »u Haut
65*67
ls visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clif ....
with bath wanted, near central part of
I'of ___
_ ____
______
...
. . .. I ler of Bath were recent visitors at rian Flanders were dinner guests
Mrs.
Ethel
Bradford
in
East
FriendMortimer
and
Irene
iCopeland)
BrRD
houses,
flower
trellises
garden
i
city
Write
to
'
R
W
care
The Coucausing
untold
misery;
that
they
ford Shuman
Sunday at Harold Flanders at the fenclng for sale big assortment to pick rlcr-Oazct, c
fester Mank's.
64-66
Butler. She was a member of Ool- are thieves and murderers on a
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore McLain,ship
■ from or build to your order RATE'S
Ivan Scott and son Frederick village. They were accomuanicri
FURNITURE wanted to upholster.
opouuvu wooncRAFr SHOP 14 Prescott St
Almon Hall and family and Mrs.1 den Rod Chapter. OES, of Rock- mammoth scale
' called for and delivered T J ELKMand daughter spent the weekend in
were in Waterville Friday. The by Mrs. Flanders to South Bristol
ING. 1# Birch St Tel 212 WK
61-tf
Well, look in history where God
Geneva Hall of St. George were land.
South Hiram.
for
Mrs.
Beatrice
Kelsey,
who
Is
at
v
”
esj
dressing
for
sale.
40c
barrel
TEl.
’
latter bought a pair of horses. Ray
allowed the pagans to defeat His
She Ifaws three broth*rs1188-M
after
5pm
64*66
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey passed visitors Sunday at R. R Thompmond Simmons also bought a horse Mrs. J. L. Flanders' this week. Mrs.
Butler of Warren, Cleveland Butler i chosen people, taking thgm captives
Monday ln Rockland.
son's.
160-ACRE (arm for anic In Northport
4
J. L. Flanders and Miss Marian wi»h
butldlntts lantr lot hard wood,
of Portland, and Lee Butler of Man- and subjecting them to slave service lPcent'y
Mrs. Florence Osler and Mrs.
4
Mrs. Bessie Chase of Portland
»*<Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black and called on the Misses Winslow in pien y of blueberrle-; could bp mxdr
to produce large cropO A ALDEN
4
Viola McLain were recent Portland called recently on Mrs. E. J. Beckett Chester, N. H.; one sister. Mrs. Ellis and other disagreeable treatments three sons of Tenants Harbor were . Warren.
10 Spruce St , Camden____________ 65*67
► ♦ It
Gray of Warren; and step-son. Prof. Why? because they had forsaken
visitors
The Social Club met recently with
COCKER Spaniels for sale. A K C I ROOMS to let at 15 Drove St. Tel.
Albert Whitemore of Orono and God and trusted ta idols to bring callers Sunday at J. Glaude's.
registered Come and see them S E , 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
57-Vf
Ira Simmons and daughter, Sadie I » [sjifYKj
TARR Warren_____________________ 65-70
APARTMENT to let furnished and
Warrcgi.
them the Joy that every human
and Dorothy visited recently with
and
children
of
the
village
were
Gammon.
A
quilt
was
tacked
and
LOAM for aale finest quality I. L heated at 14 MASONIC ST
64*66
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woodcock'
heart craves. As the Scripture de
Philip Bramhall in Friendship.
1105
guests Sunday at Russell McLeod's, has been given to a family that re- CURRY. 657 Old County Rd Tri 65-70
FIVE room cottage to let at Ash Point
of
Thomaston
called
Sunday
on
.
WASHINGTON
scribes
it:
"The
people
sat
down
to
Mrs. Edith Hurter ol Cambridge.
lights, hot and cold water, flush, ga
Mrs. Delia Dickinson, Mr. and cently lost their home by fire. RcUSED furniture for aale. good con rage MRS EIX3RA E HAHN 17 State
! Mrs Blanche Johnson whtf spent eat and drink and rose up to play."
Mass., has arrived at her cottage friends here.
64*6«
Mrs.’Charles Jewett and daughter, freshments were served. The Club dition. 2 Inner aprtng maftreeaea Bt . City.
I single). 2 single beds double bed and
Mrs. Lillian Alden was recent j thc past week at the home of her That was their whole life.
for the summer.
QUIET and cool for summer—five
Miss Dorothy Preble of Richmond, will be entertained June 5 at Mrs. Inner-sprine mattress; also 2 lawn acts mom
house to let. three bedrooms, on
Far be it from the disposition
THOMASTON CAFE Main St .
Mrs. L. W. Osier and daughter guest of relatives in Coopers Mills daughter Mrs. Bert Hayward in Milo
River near Rocklsnd
D M
and Mrs. Ethel Patterson of Oar- Edna White's cottage in Cushing Apply
Trom aston
64-66 Gefrges
Davol, Pleasant Point, Knox Co Me
Alice visited Sunday in Bath
The American Legion Auxiliary has returned home and the Hay of the writer to decry the pleasures diner visited Sunday at Albert for the anniversary dinner
COTTAGE.
Turnpike
side
Megunti

64*69
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter and and friends met the past week and ward family is expected to arrive in of life, including wit and humor Mank’s. Dr. Neil Parsons of Dam
cook Lake. lor sale or to lo ; seven
THREE-room apartment to let. In
rooms,
flush,
running
water
TEL
son and Mrs Freda Collamore re made WTeaths and sprays for the two weeks to remain through the On the contrary, he believes them ariscotta was a recent caller.
Thomsston; modem convenlen
Camden 2539
63-65 South
OUR HERITAGE
ces TEL 387 3 or 190__________ 63*64 66
to be as essential to a full fledge
cently made a day's visit in Port soldiers' graves, members of the Le summer.
DARK
loam
for
aale.
62
load
del
In
[For
The
Courier-Gazette|
Mr. and Mrs. Theron Leeman.
FURNISHED front room to let. quiet,
and Thomae'on. For flowers nice
land.
neighborhood 28 MASONIC ST
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Razorville life as the serious part of religion who have been visiting at the Mank Memorial Day I How it stint the heart Rockland
gion having gathered cedar with
and
lawns
WILLIAM ANDERSON
64-65
and
politics
<not
partisanship
>.
To
think
of
those
who
have
taken
part
Mrs Emma Winslow of Nobleboro which to make them. The Legion, was a caller Sunday in this section.
63-68
home have returned to Round Pond. In wars at home, and across the sea. West Meadow Rd . Tel 23-W
ROOMS
to let BURKETT'S 75 Broad
But
the
world
seems
to
have
gone
1937
DODGE
'a
ton
pick
iijj
for
sale.
„.
visited at L. W. Osier's the past Auxiliary, Boy and Girl Scouts at
To
make
the
world
sale
for
you
and
me
The Jesse Linscott family of
Cltv___________________________ 64 66
condition like new. 1911 Ford tudor _
all one sided—pleasure crazy. The
week.
slaughter perhaps you'll DYERS OARAGE. Tel 124 W
63-65 ! LARGE furnished rooms to let. witli
tended church services Sunday. Rockland were guests Sunday of
phets, will ultimately prevail. How Ita needless
say.
or without hoard
34 RANKIN ST
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Thompson Beautiful flowers adorned the pul Mr. Linscott's parents Mr. and Mrs. good book says. "There is nothing ever. ln the meantime, it behooves And sometimes
PONY and outfit for sale TEL Cam- City
1: really seems that way.
64*66
64-66
den 2539
unclean of itself." It is excess in
But the task Is ours to "carry on"
and daughter of Friendship were pit, a gift in memory of Lester Arial Linscott.
FIVE-room tenement to let;
912
God's
people
to
prepare
the
way
—
And keen tn.. fBlth with those who
nRHSSING.
cow
or
horse,
*6
per
cord
10 FULTON ST. Tel 1017-J
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Orin Grant from his fellow workmen in
have gone.
WILLIAM MURRAY. Rockport. Tel month
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock everything "that causes the harm. make the world fit for the final
59-f
Camden
SIL
64*66
The automobile is one of the great
McLain.
To prove their sacrifice not In vain,
Were business visitors Saturday in
Massachusetts.
FURNISHED apt to let. available
JAMES SOUTHt
PIGS for sale
est blessings ever invented for the crowning of the tfing. whose king Not fruk less all their toll and pain
64*66 May 1 Oarage MRS A. C JONES. 5
Gardiner.
We'll guard well the land which they Wiley's Corner
dom
is
destined
"to
rule
over
all.*
Miss Ruth Moody entertained the
Talbot
Ave . Tel 576
52-tf
use of humanity, but where will
held dear.
CRAWFORD range for sale. 910; hot
Roy Light who has been a patient
GEORGES RIVER RD.
It seems to me the first thing to And make It a place of love-not fear water
THREE-room apt comfortably fur
Wednesday Club at the home of
heater, oil burner type 915: Pyro
you find an invention by man that
nished with toilet Inquire 12 Knox St
The service Sunday will be held Mrs. Fred Burkett. Those present' Knox Hospital for thc past month
the years roll on we'U strive to prove fax gas range black and white enamel, TEL 156-W
41-tf
causes more harm? Thc movies do is to get rid of selfishness and As
wuh tanks 925; radio. 915 and other
true soldiers In every move
in Finntown at the Schoolhouse at were Alice Robbins. Dorothy Hilt. ' with a fractured leg is now at home
guile—“set your own house in or Ourselves
apartmen
That'll make America a "land of the furniture, rugs, etc ; also practically
could be used to great advantage
new
canoe.
925
Must
be
sold
at
Warren
St
Apply
to
11
JAMBS
8T
free,"
2 o'clock.
Next, the churches may
Priscilla Esancy, Barbara Morine, and making good recovery.
Moving from Rockland TEL
50 tf
for moral and spiritual uplift, but der"
And a place of safety for you and me. once
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Buber who
1226-R after 5 p. m or call at 34 Orange
need
a
trimming.
When
you
Helen Gorden, Christina Barker,
HARDWARE store for sale or to let,
It does seem their influence is to |
Harrle'te O. Trask
St
64-66
with flxtures. shelves, etc P M TIB
Gorhom.
Doris Mitchell, Ariel Leonard, Car were in New York and Florida since <traw away from those essential see two churches operating ta the
BRAND new 3-room cottage for sale. ' BETTS 18 Washington St Camden
same community for the same pro
on Lake Megunticook Completely fur
46-tf
rie Ames, Lina Burkett, Pearl October have arrived and opened
q *ri .*i
j fessed
South Carolina is the one State nished. good shore privilege on good
FURNISHED three room spartment
fessed purpose,
purpose, you
you may
may reckon
reckon it
it
Athearn and Mary Cunningham. the Gumpcrt residence preparatory
road, electric lights Price reasonable with
bath to let. 93 50 week.
V F
to stem tlie on-iLshin
"
'
a fact that there must be some- within these United States which TEL. 77. City
63*65 STUDLEY,
77 Park St. Tel 330 or 1154
Honors were won by Alice Robbins. to the arrivals of Mrs. Gumpert and to stem thc onrushing tide toward as a fact that there must be some- j™.
.
SMALL farm for sale. 3 acres, within
62 U
the
vortex
of
destruction,
but
even
'
thlng
Wrong
'
when
thel
*
t
doeS
nOt
a
divoroe
for
family
at
an
early
date.
Priscilla Esancy and Carrie Ames.
Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out ol
city limits
Ideal for small chicken
EOUR-room apartment to let, all
is a feeling of rejoicing by one cause whatsoever,
farm
Cape Cod house, perfect condi
The tar crew is employed on
Bed in the Morning Rarin’ to Go
they cannot boast of perfection in
The Junior Clef Club did splen
tion
Apply EVERETT FERNALD. 235 modern Apply at Oamden and Rock
53-tf
Route 220 preparing the road for a the sight of God. As the situation j over the other that is seemingly
The liver should pour out two pints of
Rankin St.
63-65 land Water Co., TEL 63<
did work at the Maine Federation
liquid bile into your bowels daily.
this
FURNISHED rooms to let
deslr
Approximately
seven
million
dolls
heavier
coat
of
tar.
The
crew
re

in
the
''dumps.
”
God
reigns
on
the
BOATS,
sail.
Inboard.
outboard,
bile is not flowing rreely, ycur eoo« may
appears to me. we are little better j
MRS A. C. JONES. 5
of Music Clubs in Gardiner Satur
canoes; also truck, stake body 8x9 ft. able location
not digest. It may just decay in the bowels.
just and the unjust alike. The a year are manufactured within the original
ports that the past winter was a
126-tt
price 8125. now 830 KENNETH Talbot Ave . Tel 576
Gas bloats up your stomach. You get constiin God's sight than those people |
day, Betty McKinley, giving an in
61*66
ted. You feel aour, sunk and tho world
tough one for tarred roads because in antedcluvian times, whom God good suffer with the evil. We think confines of the United States of KNIGHT. Rockport
teresting
rendition
of
"Coasting"
by
>k» punk.
)
HOME of late Albion Palmer for sale. ft************R
of the deepness of the frost due to destroyed for their wickedness. So America somewhat above other na America.
It takes those good, old Carter*! Little
10 Jefferson St . fruit trees and garden
Burleigh.
Miss Mary Bennett,
Liver Pills to get these two pints of bile
spot
Inquire OSMOND PALMER 12
tions,
but
God
will
not
hold
her
so
little
snow.
flowing freely to make you feel “up and
for the same reason God may be al
State Junior Counselor, presided at
Knox St.
61-tf
up.” Amazing in making bile flow freely.
i
NOTICE
guiltless. Her disposition to "eat
Callers
Sunday
at
the
C.
E.
Over

lowing the wholesale slaughter to go
Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by name.
the junior sessions, assisted by Miss
Homc for Aged Women: The annual Route 1. 9 rooms, bath, hot wa'er heat .. .............................................................
and
drink
and
rise
up
to
play
”
is
lOtf and 25tf. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
look home were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph on over the great sea.
meeting ol thia corporation will be
Caroline F. Chase.
lights artestan well, fireplace, sunCALL Rockland Sanitary Service foi
excessively in evidence. The liquor held Wednesday. June 5 at 2 30 o'clock er.
Robbins of South Hope. Mr. and
parlor, garage
FRANK B FRENCH dependable hauUng waste and ashea
However,
let
us
take
a
look
at
I
at
thc home of Mrs E. L. Brown. Sum Tel 886-R. City.
The annual meeting of the Good
________
61-tf
|
traffic
that
was
at
one
time
being
ARTHUR
ADOLPHSEN Tel 1399 14-tf
Mrs. George Ames of Washington. the prophet Isaiah's picture: "And
mer street, for election of officers and
WiU Circle will be held at the
RELIABLE seeds of all kinds at the
transaction of any business that may
PERMANENT waves for white hair by
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner and He will judge between nations, and ’ Crushed to death, is now freely come
before this meeting.
oldest seed store ln the city. C. C TIB- remote control. 95 to 97. Other perhome of Mrs. Nan Burns next Tues
BETTS, 288 Main St opposite Hotel manen «. 83 up AL8 HAIRDRESSING
Per Order
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner of will decide concerning many peo [stalking abroad, reaping ill-gotten
Rockland
56 tf SALON. 286 Main street. Tel 826 City
HATTIE
A.
KEATING.
For a Limited Time Only
day. All members and those in
'
profits
at
the
expense
of
human
deSouth Liberty.
Secretary.
55-65
ples; and they shall beat their
FERTILIZER bone meal, sheep man
terested in Lakeview Cemetery are
May
29.
1940.
1 struction.
ure. nitrate of soda, same brands as I
MEN! WOMEN! WANT VTM? Take raw
swords
into
plowshares,
and
their
have
sold
past
years.
Delivery
service
invited to attend.
oyster concentrates, stimulants and
The only way to get back to pros
V L. PACKARD. 45 Oranlte St . Tel. other tonics In O6TREX tablets to pep
spears into pruning-hooks; nation
SOUTH WARREN
347-M.
55-tf up body
perity and happiness is "to render i
Often needed alter 40—by
Mrs. Lula Libby is spending the shall not lift up sword against na
CALVIN L BRAOG 6c SONS
New bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos
CITY OF ROCKLAND
unto God the things that belong to
phorus.
Iodine.
Vttamtn Bl. Oet 35c
and
used
automobile
parts
for
sale
tion
neither
shall
there
be
wars
any
A public hearing wUl be held ln the week at her former home in Au
TEL 135-11, Waldoboro
59*70 size today Call, write C. H MOOR 6c
God" and give Him thanks and
City Council Room. Monday. June 3. burn.
more (Isaiah 2-4).
CO., and all other good drug stores
DRY fitted hard wood for sale, 810;
1940. at 6.30 o'clock ln the afternoon.
praise for the showers of blessings
53*65
Isaiah was a wonderful prophet!
Junks. 810: dry soft wood, slabs kin
IE S Tl on the application of the
Mrs. C. E Overlook has been re
LAWNMOWERS, sharpened and re
we receive at His hands every day.
SaniOset Company for a summer hotel
dling; dry pine boards under cover. T
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi- license to sell malt liquors.
cent guest of her sistei* Mrs. Jean If everyone interested in real life
Tel.
CARROLL, East Warren, Tel Rock paired. called lor and delivered
W. R. Walter
Registered number I 7645 J.
Per Order of Municipal Officers
land 263-21.
53-tf 205 H H CRIE CO.. .328 Main St. 53-tf
would just glimpse over his vishion
nette
Morrison
ln
Portland
and
ac

new—for school—for typewriter.
Attest:
E R. KEENE.
North Waldoboro, May 27.
WASTE and ashes removed reason
will stand for service of
COOK stoves for sale, 810 and up;
of the coming of the King of Kings
City Clerk. companied her on a trip to Massa
all kinds of heaters. C. E OROTTON able rates, dependable service. STAN
62-Th-65
HALL.
Tel 311 or call at Hall’s service
stud
at
Rose
Hill
Farm,
138 Camden St.. Tel. 1091-W
51 tt
chusetts where they visited other and Lord of Lords and see how cor
station. Main and Winter Ste
53-tf
NOTICE TO M ARINERS
BRECKS
tested
seeds
lor
sale
II
11
rectly
it
was
fulfilled,
there
would
Owls Head, Maine. For CRIE CO.. 238 Main St.. Rockland 45-tf
relatives.
By authority of the Director: Bureau
CITY OE ROCKLAND
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
of
Marine
Inspection
and
Navigation,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Haskell who seem to be little chance left to contained In Department Letter No. 3A public hearing will be held In the
information and appoint
D. 6c H. hard coal, egg. stove, nut
We Do Not Break Packages
Cl'y Council Room. Monday. June 3, have been guests of relatives here doubt any of his predictions, or to 15041 of May 13. 1940, permission ls
814.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
1940 at 8 30 o'clock tn the afternoon.
ment
call Rockland 292-R 98 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
granted
ito
Hla
M.
Hyland
of
93
Main
(E 6 T.) on the application of The and in Thomaston returned Tues doubt any of the other Scriptures St.. Rockland. Maine, to change the name
not screened 89 ton del.; screened. 810
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra
SamOset Company lor a Summer hotel
ton del.
Ask lor swap for cash
that tell of the coming again of the 1the Ga® screw vessel fire ELY, ofHorses are coming back
Trete
license to sell spirituous and vinous day to Deer Isle They were accom
M. B. 6c C. O. PERRY. 519 Malt
rlsen Christ. It is very comforting subject"1 topfull "cOTwiiaMe Ewi'thT’the have shown that horse power on tickets
liquors.
St..
Tel.
487.
53-tf
panied
by
Mrs.
Ada
Spear
who
will
the farm ts one-third cheaper than
Ipal Officers
iPer Order of Municipal
tractors.
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25
ly
R™
e r keene. , ^pend the summer with Miss Alice indeed to those who believe these
Attest:
THE TIMES /
ROCKLAND, MAINE
63-65 8awed, 91.15, long. 8105. M. B. ft C. O.
Ti)1*^ Poor in thflt tawo
conditions as depicted hy the pro- weU, Deputy Collector
63-66
PW»T, Tel W"
: M U

$9.95

In Everybody’s Column

WANTED

FOR SALE

TO LET

WAKE UP YOUR
t LIVER BILE—
K

! MISCELLANEOUS ;

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8*4x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

Belgian Stallion
Bell Boy

Only 37c

READ THE ADS
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Every-Other-Day

MEMORIAL DAY—1910
IFor Thc Courier-Gazette]

SEARSMONT

VINALHAVEN

Mr and Mrs. Ben Ames Williams
of Chestnut Hill, Mass., spent a few
days at their summer homc. Hard
MRS OSCAR C I.ANK
scrabble. recently.
Correspondent
Leslie Hurd of South Montvvillc
called on Eben Cobb, and also on
Arthur Orne of Rockland was a his daughter, Mrs. Helen Carey, re
visitor Monday in town.
cently.
Mrs. Lora Hardison who passed
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cobb and
thc winter with her daughter Mrs. family of Portland were weekend
Walter Koch in East Orange, N. visitors at the home of relatives and
J. returned home Monday.
friends here.
Miss Oeorgia Frye of Montville
visited at the homc of Miss Bellj
Lowell and W. C. Creamer for a
few days recently.
i
Mr. and Mrs. James Deane and
family of Oardiner were guests
Sunday ol Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Bonin ot Skow
hegan visited Sunday with Mr and
Mrs. Colbv Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Whitten, *Miss
Leverne Whitten, and Miss Maxine
Batchelder, all of Belfast were
callers here Sunday
Mrs. Belle Rines and son Floyd
of Oakland were recent guests of
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Townsend.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thorndike
of Rockland and Florida called on
Mrs Lucy Bean recently.
Mrs. Herbert R. Knight attended
the recent annurl session of the
Orand Chapter of Maine. O.ES. in
Portland as the representative of
Rev. Kenneth Cook. Mrmorial Day Rosewood Chapter.
Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Mathews of
orator
Belfast
called Sunday on her
Miss Margery Stone of Boston is
guest of Mrs. Evie Vinal at "The mother, 'Mrs. Belle Howes
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Cross have
Moors.'"
returned to their farm at Moody
Mr and Mrs. Bert Smith of
Mountain after staying for a time
Portland are visiting Mr and Mrs.
at thdir home in the village.
Obear C Lane
Mrs. Ruth Feakes of South Lin
A cooked food sale will be held at
coln, Mass., was weekend guest of
Senter s store Saturday at 2.30 by'
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
the Fox Islanders 4-H Club to j
Robbins.
raise money to send the winner of
Mr. and Mrs. J. G
Packard
the Style Dress Revue, to camp in
June, at Orono. The winner is spent Sunday at the home of their
daughter. Mrs. Caroline Marriner
Betty Brown. The 4-H local con
of Belmont.
test of the Winners and The Fox
Mrs. Ava Simmons and her son
Islanders will be held at Fifield’s
Raymond.
Miss Elizabeth Hills, and
store June 5. Articles and food,
will be exhibited tlonday. Tuesday Mrs Bernice Smith, all of Oakland,
and Wednesday. The evening of were supper guests Sunday of Mr.
June 5. there will be an entertain and Mrs. Frank Bryant.
ment by the clubs at Union Church
vestry. All are invited.
The Fox
Islanders 4-H Club met Friday at
Ellen Burgess'. The cooking girls
after the meeting, went to the home
of Mrs Flora Brown and baked
bread. Sewing girls worked on pro
jects. Refreshments were served.
A Joint club tour will be held Fridaynight The girls will visit several
homes and view the work of the
members

Mrs. Ethelyn Geary
Mrs. Ethelyn Geary. 69. wife of
vid Geary, died at her home,
May 24 after a long illness.
Mrs. Gearv was born ln Augusta,
daughter of thc late George and
Augusta Griffith. She was a devot
ed wife and mother, a kind friend
and neighbor For several years,
while confined to a wheel chair, she
was tenderly cared for by her hus
band and children.
Besides her husband, she is sur
vived by two daughters. Mrs. Ray
mond Rich of Thomaston. Lillian
Crebbs of Indiana; and sons Oeorge
and Fred of this town, Charles of
Weymouth, Mass Alvie of NewHampshire, Walter of Boston and
John of Massachusetts.
She is
also survived by 34 grandchildren
and three great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs Geary would have
been married 50 years Dec 31.
Funeral services were held Mon
day from thc W Y Fossett funeral
home. Rev. Kenneth Cook, pastor
of Union Church officiated. There
were beautiful floral tributes. In
terment was ln Carver’s cemetery.
The bearers were Frrd Mills, Harry
Wilson. F L. Roberts and Charles
Ncwbold.
Mrs. Raymond Rich and brothers
John. Alvie and Walter were In town
for the services.

New Undtr-arm
Cream Deodorant
saftly

Stops Perspiration
7

1.

Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.

2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbeused
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to } days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
4. A pure,white,greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.
25 MILLION jara of Arrid
have bean aold. Try a jar today I

ARRID
■ jar

Al all atoree selling toilet goods
(also In IO/ and

)ara»

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAO, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

"Please. Oh. please tell your parishloners not to throw away the
juices from cooked asparagus, new
peas, beans and spinach,” post
cards an earnest soul who gives us

Patriotic Exm-ises
A Memorial Day service was held
at the Community Methodist
Church Sunday, with this program:
Hymn, 'Onward, Christian Sol
diers," responsive reading, led byWyman G. Drirkwater; prayer,
Harold F Cobb; hymn, "America,
the Beautiful."
Scripture reading, Mrs Herbert R
Knight; readings, "The Flag is
Passing By.” by Mrs Belle Howes;
Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, byHarold P. Cobb.; “Building of the
Ship." by Mrs. Russell B. Knight;
"The Returned Maine Battle Flags,”
by Mrs. Jennie F. Caswell. "Blue and
the Oray." by Mrs. Freeman G.
Wooster.
Hymn, "O Ood of Love ,O King
of Peace;” readings. "Stand Fast,
America." by Mrs Ada M. Hawes;
“Victorious Peace," by Mrs. Julia
A. Wentworth; "Be Strong." by Mrs.
Francella M. Moody ;"The Ameri
can Creed," by Mrs. Etta L. Mar
riner; remarks, by Rev. Cyprian H
Bryant; notices and offering; clos
ing hymn. "God Bless Our Native
Land.”
•
Mrs. Harold P Cobb served as
pianist. Wyman O Drinkwater an
nounced the program, and Mr. Cobb
led the singing.

This day our nation sets aside
And homage pays to all who died
Because ot war; who paid the price
Of lreidom. with this sacrifice.

Mias Regina Thomas and niece
Miss Barbara Taylor of Brookline.
Mass., arc at Lethaneka for the
weekend.
Warren Fceley of Franklin, Mass
is at Ragged Edges for the summer.
His parents Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Feeley will arrive later.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bailey oi
Augusta spent the weekend at their
cottages here.
Miss Lorraine Munsey has re
turned home after being employed
in Portland for the winter.
Misses Geraldine Gifford and
Carolyn Gilbert are spending a
week in Corea as guests of Miss Gilbert s mother.
Dr. Hutchinson of Augusta and a
party of friends spent thc weekend
at his cottage here.
Mrs. G. C. Gardner of Cambridge.
Mass., will arrive May 31 for the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Prentice
of Bristol Mills spent Wednesdayevening with Mrs. Addle Prentice.
Miss Norma Osier of Portland
passed the weekend in town with
her parents.
Stanton McFarland entertained
six friends Sunday night In ob
servance of his eighth birthday.
Mrs. Martha Beck of Roslindale
Mass., arrived at Lcdgeholm for the
season.

Chinese refrain from burning the
remains of scorpions, centipedes, or
similar pests, fearing their dead
spirits will hover over thc house
hold and cause an invasion of re
venge seeking insects.

Salve is the Thing
for Corns v

the Tombstone Epitaph, was es*

Bt sure It's HANSON'S, 13 cents at all
drug stores ordlrect from W. T. HansoM
i Co., Schanactady, N. Y.t on receipt •
U
- —aa. Of £lc«,

said 'an epitaph always describes

The famous Arizona newspaper.

tablished ln 1880, and was so named
because its editor, John C. Clum,

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

In deep oblivion now they sleep
. Neath blossoms piled ln fragrant heap;
Hallowed the sod wherein they Ue . . .
Though once again above them fly
| High lc the blue of heaven's lanes

/tbtratflteu flwT&cet

Add salt, pepper, lemon juice and. goum^tw‘butetaow'’liUva?n "bey'd
gradually while stirring, the boildie
Tlieir silent Ups would surely cry
mg water. Replace over hot water;’ ' Reproach and shame; eyes long asleep
heat slowly, stir continually until! sufeiy”today’*wouid“w»ke“ar.d" weep
mixture is thick and custardlike (8 I
thev’flung’foreotten-ui.

FINAST MAYONNAISE

The torch they flung, forgotten-lald

only initials.
“There’ll be a to 10 minutes.) Be sure that water AsIde-whUe War's Infernos rage
men ln fiendish combat engage!
Niagara Falls of good nourishment remains below boiling point. Remove And
Lord, when shall this wanton misery
wasted between now and the end from heat and serve. Makes about
cease
That our soldier dead may rest ln
of summer by careless women, and two-thirds cup sauce. If you like,
peace?
Nellie M Ervlne
something should be done."
' prepare sauce in advance and reTenants Harbor.
We've mounted thc rostrum on heat at serving time by placing over
this one so frequently that you're hot water about 5 minutes. If sauce DEER ISLE
probably bored, but it's all too true, curdles restore it by adding very
Mrs. Bernlte Carter, Shirley
That juice, thickened a touch and slowly a tablespoon boiling water, Eaton and Elmer Baton were Ban
with milk or light cream added and Marjoram and Lemon Jelly
gor visitors Wednesday.
a few of thc pureed leftover vege- j 1 cup boiling water
The Harold Freedmans of New
tables makes the most delicious
2 tablespoons marjoram
York City arrived Saturday to open
soup, or blended with cream and
1-3 cup lemon Juice
their summer home.
butter serves as delectable sauce I 3 cups sugar
Mrs. C. Fred Schroeder returned
for the vegetables served on crisp
*4 cup bottled pectin
to Faneuil, Mass., Monday. Mr
toast. And let's have crisp toast , Pour boiling water over marjoram. 8ctlroe<j(>r remained forthe sumunder this year s crop of asparagus cover; lel stand 15 minutes. Strain mer.
Schroeder will be back
. crisp and butter toast. Don't J through
fine-mesh
cheesecloth. iater
let the skeptics scare you off mak- Measure marjoram infusion; add
Arthur Sylvester. Mrs. Ida Birnle
ing Hollandaise to go with aspara- water to make a cup. Strain lemon
and son Chester returned Monday
gus, too. We’U print a foolproof .juice through fine-mesh cheeseto Quincy. Mass.
recipe and Oh. but its good. Cheese cloth.
Combine infusion, lemon
Mrs. Katherine Schellenger of
sauce is another perfect side pard- juice and sugar in large saucepan.
New
York City is at the Fossel-1
ner for asparagus and if you had Bring to boil quickly. Add pectin, j
pink slivers of broiled ham or crisp stirring constantly. Bring to full man cottage for the summer.
Joseph Raynes and Frank Me- ]
bacon alongside youd have a meal rolling boil; boil hard half a min
Veigh
were in East Orland recently, j
acctrding to our ideas.
ute. Remove from heat; skim. Pour
Do you ever stuff fat, ripe toma quickly into four 6-oz. jelly glasses. I
toes with spaghetti in cheese sau :e, Paraffin at once. Serve with beef I APPLETON MILLS
bake them, pour extra cheese saute stew, roast goose, duck and pork.
Recent visitors at the home of
over and use that luscious combin Lobster StewMr and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth,
ation as the center of a vegetable
Use meat from a 1*4-pound lob were Mrs. Frank Handley and son
plate . . butter beans, asparagus ster, Saute in two tablespoons Hale, and Mr. and Mrs. Feyler of
ar.d minted baby carrots could snare Land O' Lakes Sweet Cream Butter. Camden
the rpot light.
Lightly sprinkle with paprika, add
Mrs. May Jones and Mrs. DelButtered asparagus on toast with 1*4 cups milk and ’4 cup special pliine Ripley of Union. Mrs. Ava
creamed chipped beef poured over or cream. Salt and pepper to taste. Simmons and son Raymond, and
served alongside on crispy shoe Heat through but do not allow to Miss Elizabeth Hills of Oakland,
string potatoes might get Dad's boil. Serves three gene-ously.
were callers Sunday on Miss Fanny
vote. Most men do like chipped
Gushee.
MENU
beef Just as they enthuse about
Paul Gushee. who spent the past
Breakfast
hamburg steak and corned beef
week at the home ol his parents,
Orange Juice
hash and other unexpectedly simple
returned Monday to Lincolnville,
Wheatcna
old standbys. (Try a sauce of melted
where he has employment.
Scrambled Eggs and Bacon
butter, chopped chives, mustard and
Raisin Toast
a touch of Worcestershire blended
Coffee
with the steak juice sometime over
Lunch
hamburg.)
Prudence Roast Beef Hash
We had an upside-down cake the
Ketchup
other night that was something to
Buttered Buns
enthuse about, too. A cup of rhu
•Marjoram“and Lemon Jelly
barb. strawberries and sugar heated
Tetley Tea
to boiling, then one-egg cake bat
Dinner
ter poured over the whole thing
•Lobster Stew
steamed for 30 minutes. Tt was
Crackers
served with foamy sauce and delec
Asparagus on Toast with
table.
•Never-Fail Hollandaise Sauce
The Welch Kutmaster knife will
Warm Presto Cake with
find a dozen useful places in your
‘Strawberry Hard Sauce
kitchen, we prophesy, but this is
Coffee
almast the last call if you want it.
• Recipes given.
Send 25 cents and a Welch Grape

NEW HARBOR

the tombstone ”

Page Five

Real salads taste 100% better with real mayonnaise. Finast
Mayonnaise is the finest money can buy. Look at these
low money-saving prices.

h>

■W
/
X

V

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

OLEG

PURE REFINED

BROOKSIDE CREAMERY

MARGARINE

30c

FLOUR

FIN AST
BREAD 1
24*4 LB.’
BAG

OLD HOMESTEAD
PASTRY
2414 LB. BAG

PILLSBURY FLOUR
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR

TONIC
SUGAR

24*4 LB. SACK

SHOULDERS

MII.I.BROOK
ASST. FLAVORS
Contrnts Only
FINE
GRANULATED
100 LB. RAG

SLICED—NO RIND

BACON

LB.

RED

salmon
PANCY ALASKA

AAAVIC

AT REDUCED PRICES FOR THIS WEEK ONLY. FOR COLDS ANP
MOUTH WIPES - SANITARY, ABSORBENT AND SOFT. STOCK UPRS« v USS®

MARVO

3LB
TIN

».

BREAD

and FINAST - ■ - MADE FROM U. S. No. I GRADE PEANUTS

in this famous

PEANUT BUTTER

ginger ale

liSMc
JAR S5c

2

Jar’s

29c

JWIIT RYI or WHOLI WMIAT

FRANKFORT
Rolls I”o23c
?
______
Raisin Pound I

ir

Full pints . . 3 for 25*

Cake

.w

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale, a favorite in America for
three generations, is made with great care. Its flavoringredients—choice Jamaica ginger and fine flavorings
for rare bouquet—are blended and allowed to age at
least six months before water and sugar are added. The
result is a taste of wonderful delicacy and balance.
Treat your family to Clicquot Club. They'll all go for it!

Clicquot Club
GOLDEN GINGER ALE

SPARKLING WATER (SODA)

TZvare&E/

v,

Lokr25c

EducatorCrax
CRISP tod
fkl: i7c
FRESH

BREAD
19«

SPECIAL
THIS
WEEK

2Ooz

LVS.

NAT/ONALS/SCU/rCO.
Uneedai
3 axes 13c
Cocktail asiertment PKG S3C
' 9Se
Pride Anertmeiit PKG
Raisana
IS SULK 25c

FRUIT HERMITS
Check Full
liny Seedlvtt
Pailini

2»23<

PHILADELPHIA
SCRAPPLE
BffEAKFAST DISH OF COLO
NIAL DAYS - - VOGTS

2

16 oz
TINS

COFFEE
FRESH ROASTED

Kybo

2b.l,’35c

COPLIV

, LB

Vacuum Packed

Tin d»

ncHMom
JOHN
ALBIN 2b.,.33c

HMT-'nUTMUS
?,EP? BANANAS

, LBS.

29c

LARGE BUNCH

WINESAP TABLE

APPLES

4 lbs 25c ASPARAGUS bch 29c
FRESH

doz 39c CARROTS 2 bchs
GREEN BEANS 2 lbs
LEMONS
doz 29c NATIVE
FANCY
RHUBARB 3 lbs
TOMATOES 2 lbs 25c FKESII. CRISP
GREEN PEAS 3lbs 25c SPINACH 3 lbs

ORANGES

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Uo
A. M.
Standard Time
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.15
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 5.25
7 JO Lv. North Haven, Ar. 4.15
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 3.30
•30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 2.15

THE PURE
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

*E UP TO ioe ON THE THREE POUND SIZE
SAVE

goodness

'H'mphM buif the BEST, T00\

nr^
Ajt

FOSS* VANILLA EXTRACT
2 oi BOT 23c
FACIAL TISSUE BELMONT “«l»i »’™17c

Plan to give tho children
Peanut Butter Sandwiches
made with "Olde Style"
New England Bread. They
will love thia combination,

Service To:

LGE
BOTS

CONTINENTAL "g®* MIX S «« 19‘

FLAVOR-AGED

SPRING SERVICE
Effective May 20
Subject to change without notice

A
Z

COOLING - REFRESHING
PRICE FOR CONTENTS

VPIVAIC

2«

OtWts

21c

LB.

HORMEL
SPICED HAM A HAM
29c
DELICACY
FINAST
20 Ol
GRAPEFRUIT FANCY SECTIONS
1INS 19c
EVR-REDY chicken fricassee
29c
FINAST
STUFFED OLIVES
So” 19c
COMSTOCK'S
SLICED APPLES
2 un” 19C
PIEQUIK
THE NEW DELICIOUS
TEN-B-LOW HOMEMADE ICE CREAM
TIN 23C
CANDY WAFERS FINAST ••< 2 ROLLS 5c

TIMBERLAKE

There's

PALE DRY GINGER ALE •

97c
99c

4 x 29c
10:53c

QaettdietaUaet

{plus bottle deposit)

SACK

24*4 LB.

SMOKED—5 TO 8 LB. AVE.

CALIFORNIA EXTRA LARGE

81-tf

10c

I LB.
ROLL

15e
r

Full quart . . ....

JAR4>4>

JAR |

BUTTER

BAKED
BEANS

ROCKLAND. ME.
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington. Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

i,9c

LARD

fluand)

Everett Benner and Leonard
Ames have employment at Warren
ton Park lor the summer.
Charles Hare is having two weeks’
vacation. Frank Seavey has been
on vacation also.

X PTfOc

oze<

jar

PRICES AT ROCKLAND. ROCKPORT AND CAMDEN STOKES ONLY

BRICK OVEN
BAKED/

GLEN COVE

0

‘1.19

-.a.

^Realty

Juice label to Welch Grape Juice
Company. Westfield. N Y., if you’d
like this handy 14-mcli long slim
cutting knife. Or, address Marjorie
Mills. Yankee Network.
Write to Marjorie Mills. Yankee
Network for the free cookbooks for
you, too. You surely want the New
Banana recipe book— a fine big
book filled witli dozens of your fa
vorite banana recipes and ever so
many new additions. And ask for
thc Good Luck recipe book—free
for the asking and a positive in
spiration in dessert planning.
Don't you like new cookie recipes?
Ther. ask for the three fine New
Nestle cookie recipes and their leaf
let of dessert recipes using Nestle s
Semi-Sweet Chocolate. Toll House
Brand.
Address Marjorie Mills,
Yankee Network.
Strawberry Hard Sauce
*. cup Land O' Lakes Butter
•« cup confectioner s sugar
'j cup mashed strawberries
Rub the butter with the back of
a spoon until very creamy; stir in
thc sugar very gradually. Beat the
strawberries very gradually into the
sauce. It is considered perfectly
proper for this sauce to curdle
slightly.
Never-Fail Hollandaise Sauce
cup butter or m, rgarinc
2 egg yolks
!» teaspoon salt
Few grains pepper
1 tablespoon lemon juice
1-3 cup boiling water
Melt butter over hot water; re
move. Add egg yolks, one after the
other, stirring until thoroughly
blended (a wooden spoon is best.)

GAL
JUG

13c
23c
10c
17c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
SEE

Every-Oilier Day
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THOMASTON

HE WILL BE TOASTMASTER

Busy N. Y. A. Girls

CAMDEN

CAMDEN “FOUIESA HIT

Hollywood Starlights

(by Chuck Cochard)
Hollywood — (Exclusive) — There
are some 235,000.000 people who at
JUNE COTE
tend theaters each week through
Correspondent
✓S XS Z\ /S
out the world. Approximately 282,ZS ZN ZS Zx
Miss Mabel Spring spoke May 7
000 are employed in the motion pic
Tel. 713
ture Industry in the United States.
before the girls of the local project
Tlie
total payroll of the motion pic
Lillian Poikonen is studying at a
Mr and Mrs. Fred Talbot of Port
Before
tap. city audience Fri Johnson, Elisha Richards, Peter
Toastmaster for the important elation. He has served at various on "Famous Gardens." Satisfying
ture business is $426 560.000. Russia
school of hair and beauty culture in
land
and
Fred
Skeen
of
Philadel

Alumni banquet of the University times as member of the Alumni and fascinating are the days when,
day night at Camden Opera House Sparta. Judson Manning, and An has more theaters than the United
Boston.
of Maine Alumni Day, June 8. will Council, president of the Alumni with knowledge and a wealth of phia were recent guests of Mr. and the fifth annual Camden High drew Stinson; vocal solo, '-One States—some
30 compared
to
At the meeting Sunday afternoon i be Raymond H. Fogler. president of
Kiss." Miss Gloria Lundell; picka
Association, officer of local associa- material. Miss Spring takes the Mrs. William Bassick.
School Follies were presented. Tlie ninnies, Angelina Nuccio, Phyllis America's 17003. There were 483
Pine Cone Troop. Girl Scouts, pre
Mi and Mrs Jack McDonough of
N Y.A. Girls a-journeying through
feature motion pictures turned out
sented a program in honor of the
Middleton. Conn., are spending the large cast of 80 had been trained Chapman. Genie Dailey, Elvira
in 1939 by U. S. producers.
the world of nature and literature
birthday of its leader. Mrs. Richard
Arico;
Pappy.
"Lazy
Bones
dance."
by
Miss
Doris
Heald,
assisted
by
week in town.
O. Elliot. To open the program,
The first picture shown was that ! wmlam WtegeraM( ,eft Wednes. Miss June Cote. The performance Wilfred Hobbs; Mammy, solo, The make-up experts, who find
it possible to age a 20-year-old and
Betty Lou Seekins and Joan Crie
"Dark Town Strutters' Ball," Ruth
of the beautififl Bancroft garden a* | day
Pnter thf Eastern Maine this year was in three parts.
make her appear a doddering 80 or
sang "Happy Birthday." A poem
In the first scene, entitled "Some Bennett; Strutters. Thelma HenOwl's Head. Quoting from Lucy General Hospital at Bangor for
more,
have never yet discovered a
"Daffodils" recited by Ruth Snow
where in old Wyoming." the princi drick, Elizabeth Pitcher, Jennice
Larcom. Miss 6pring quickly passed medical treatment.
make-up technique which will make
man, came next, and was followed
Thomas
French,
Hazel
Crooker
,
pals
and
chorus
were
dressed
as
to that loielv favorite of Woodrow
Frank P. Alexander Is confined
by a piano solo, "Pixie's Goodnight
cowboys and cowgirls and the fol- McKay, Jr., William Daucett. Her any player younger by more than
Wilson's, by Thomas fid ward Brown. to hts home because of illness.
,,
.
. ,
five years- and this, you may sup
Song," Nancy Libby. Then "The
.
„
„
,
,
I
lowing
numbers were presented: bert Hardy and Douglas Libby.
"Mv Garden* —
Gilbert
Patten
of
New
York
has
,,
,
Woodpecker’s Song" was sung by
Vocal solo, Estelle Beverage, with Finale, "Carry Me Back To Old pose. grieves a lot of film people.
lone-nme thing. God
A Garden I*
arrived for the summer.w.it!
Audrey Simmons. Esther Achorn
guitar accompaniment by Robert Virginny" and "God Bless America!" Tlie average cost for feminine cos
R
plot.
Elmer Joyce, president of Com Bridges and Paul McFarland; Gui
and Phyllis Hull, 1 Playmates." by
Frln^M pool.
PiaAo
accompaniments
were tumes in A pictures is $30,000—
Fern grot-munity
Hospital,
was
the
guest
Joan Crie, Virginia Roes and Gay
tar duet by Robert Bridges and Paul played by Miss June Cote and Al costume pictures more than two or
The verier school
(speaker at the meeting of the Ro- McFarland; duet. "Leaning on the fred Knowlton. The make-up was three times that amount.
Of Peace: an’’ vet the I o >1
Stetson and "Juanita”, by Grace
The cost per hour on the average
Contend* that Gtxi Is not
tary Club Tuesday noon. Mr Joyce Old Top Rail,’ Mi's Lucille Connors done by Martin Richards and Mrs. "A' picture during production is
Paulsen and Audrey Simmons.
Net Oxi* In gardens! when the eve
cool?
j traced the history of the hospital | and Miss Betty Heald; vocal solo, Walter Anderson of Rockland. The $2500. between $500 to $1,000 on "B"
Mr. and Mrs. William Goodell
N.iy. but I hive a
(since the time it waa founded in Beverly Grover; harmonica, aoto, costumes for tlie Pollies were made films and $250 on short subjects.
T * very aure Ood walks In mine ”
and daughter. Marion, of Roselle.
The
girls
were
then
taken
for
a
bringing out the great progress Arthur Pierson; duet, "The /S.'ig- by the Home Economics Depart In this film city "gams" means legs
N. J., were guests the past two days
trlp to ’ Tlie Hottie of Seven Gables" j that has been made ln building up i mg Hills," Miss Bertha Packard and ment under tlie dlrect'on of Miss —and legs mean box office.
of Capt. and Mrs. Earle Starrett en
Dishes in the movies are made of
and its adjacent garden. The stop j the physical equipment. The an- Miss Frances Nuccio, dance group j Dorothy Baker.
biscuit batter. A person's chances
route to Franklin to visit relatives.
here recalled to mind "Person »11 nual drive for the hospital comes1 of cowgirls, Beverly Grover, Isa
The proceeds of thus event will of getting into the movies today are
Mrs. Walter Bowe and Mrs. Car
Recollections of Nathaniel Haw in June nnd the Rotary Club voted bel Payson, Phyllis Leach, Betty be ustl to defray expenses of the 30.000 to one. That there are three
rie Northrup of Arlington, Mass.,
thorne" by his great friend Horatio to hold a poverty luncheon June 4, King. Mary Hatch, Dorothy Hardy annul** trip to Quebec taken by women to every man in Hollywood.
arrived at the Bowe summer home
Motion pictures would never be
Bridge. Bridge became Paymaster- the proceeds to go to the hospital and Frances Arey.
members of the Senior French made lf the film industry had to
Tuesday to spend the holiday week-,
General. U. S. Navy, under Franklin fund.
Visiting Rotarians were
The second part, "Dr<ss Rehear class.
rely on nature for special effects.
end. They were joined Wednesday
Pierce Hawthorne and Bridge, the Henry Bird. H P Blodgett. George sal’’ consisted of a variety of song
Preceding the Pollies, there was a Tliat lightning is simulated with on
by Miss Martha McKinney, of
same as Jonathan Cilley, were mem L. St. Clair, and A. C. McLoon of and dance numbers. An outstand recital by the pupils of Miss Healds open arc of as many as ten elec
Haverill, who will be their guest
bers of Bowdoln’s famous class of Rockland, and Arthur Stevens of ing hit of this part, as in past dancing classes from Belfast, Rock trodes mounted on either side of an
the remainder of the week.
exaggerated pair shears. Falling
1825; Pierce being a member of the Augusta. T W Convey of Portland years, was the dance given by a land. and Camden, with th<se tak snow is a special brand ot untoasted
A group of friends gathered Mon
class of 1824.
was guest.
group of young men. This year, tlie ing part: "Perky Tots. Sally Cam and bleached cornflakes. Water is
day night at tire home of Mr. and i
Pictures of tlie Court, Isabella
Mrs.
Frances
Perry
has
rented
^js were dressed as Dutch girls and eron, Judith Campbell, and Jebby poured over dry-ice to produce a
Mrs. Ralph Crawlord, and Mrs j
Stewart Oardner Museum, accom the Setter cottage oil High street for were Howard Dearborn, Robert An Burnham; "Pas de Trois," Doris slight haze As the tog thickens a
Crawford found herself the second I
mineral oil Is added.
panied by Miss Spring’s telling de the summer.
derson, Lester Gross, Vinal Hardy, Mae Hopkins. Joyce Pettaplece. and
The windows you see movie actors
time in a week tlie ’’victim'* of a
scription. enable one to visualize
Miss Florence Carleton arrived t lfred Knowlton, and Aubrey Sina Hansen; "Miss Tapperett," I crashing through are made of clear
surprise birthday party. She re
the beauty of this court. Miss
from Boston this week and will Young. These other selections were Rosemarie DUrgolo; toe tap. Pa- sugar candy, melted to the consisceived gifts and two birthday cakes,
Spring also spoke of the great art
also presented; Vocal solo, "Ma," trieia Wall of Rockport; "A Bit ofi ncy of syrup ad thpn moulded inspend
the summer in town.
after which a social evening at cards
treasures to be found In Mrs. Jack
Tapplng." Kathleen Thompson; I
J00^ T*
Olin C Brown. Jr., of Mllbridge Miss Phyllis Leach; tap solo, Miss „
was enjoyed. Refreshments, which
.
i on the screen in its natural color
Gardner's Palace. The cornerstone
Betty
Boardman;
vocal
solo,
'Senora,
Betty
Boardman;
"Just'and
therefore
its
color
must
be acis visiting his cousins Misses Arwere supplied by the guests them
of the “Musee Gardner" is Rem
"Aloha!' Andrew Stinson; trumpet Me." Ginctte Perrin; “Vaise Bleue," centuated and shaded to photo
mida
Sawyer
and
Corinne
Sawyer.
selves. were served to conclude the
brandt's portrait of himself.
solo, James Hendrick; jazz toe Erlene Perry; acrobatic, Patricia graph realistically.
evening In the group were Mr. and
From the cherry trees blooming The double feature Friday and dance, Cynthia Brown of Rock Wall; “Divided Rhythm," Doris Statistics prove that at least 164
Raymond II. Fogler. Rockport boy, who has "gone plares."
Mrs. John Cunningham and Wil
along the Tidal Basin in Washing Saturday at the Comique Theatre land; duet, "Playmates," Misses i Mae Hopkins; "Jack and Jill," Sally technicians and workers of all sorts
will include Martha Raye in "The
are required behind the scenes for
son Merriam of Union, Mrs. Carrie
Frieda and Rita Johnson; vocal, Cameron and Judith Campbell; every person who appears in front
W T. Grant Co., of New York, it tions and member of many com ton and the delightful private gar
Farmer
’
s
Daughter"
and
the
Three
Philbrook. Mrs. Harvey Lindsey and
"In Spain They Say Si Si," Alfred “Tinkling Taps," Joyce Pettapiece of the cameras ®n the average
was announced today. Mr. Fogler. mittees all charged with the de dens in Baltimore to the formal
i Mesquiteers in "Cowboys from
Mrs. Charles Winchenbach.
Knowlton; solo toe dance, Miss and Sina Hansen; "Ballerina," Cyn movie ptoduction. Frost on the
a native of Rockport, is president velopment and welfare of the Uni gardens of the Palace of the colonial i Texas."
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Watts, and
of the Class of 1915 of the Univer versity and the Alumni Association. governors of Williamsburg was but ) Tlie local Sons of Union Veterans Betty Lou Martin of Waterville; thia Brown; rhythm tap. Iva Lowe. faces of actors engaged in snow
Mrs. Rose Watts, of Belmont. Mass.,
scenes is made from a quick-drying
"Woodpeckers Song," Hazel Crook "Dancing Dolls," Sally Cameron spray of kerosene and paraffin.
sity. celebrating this year their 25th He is currently serving as chair a step. "These green gardens," Miss
are in town for the holiday week
Spring said, "are more like English 'nnd members of the Ladies Auxil- er; "Holy Smoke," Thomas McKay,
reunion at Commencement.
man of the important Special Gifts
and Judith Campbell; solo, Sandra
Tlie average child in motion pic
end .
The Alumni banquet, climax of Committee of the University Library’ gardens than any gardens in tub------------------------------- Jr.; solo, “Starlit Hour." Mary Me Perry; "Cane Dance," Erlene Perry; tures earns but $182 a year—sUM
Mi&s Gwendolyn Barlow went
country."
j
K 1,lci P were taken up by each servey; Syncopated Rhythm, tap “Flasher Tap," Arline Bryant; some 1.015 mothers who have
the varied events of Alumni Day, Campaign.
Wednesday to Boothbay Harbor to
With
an
appeal
of
its
own
was
the
:
8
TOU
P ‘hls month.
dance, Miss Marilyn Davis and "Dorothy and the Scarecrow." Bev- brought their children to this city
Saturday, feature day of the Com
Mr. Fogler was early employed
pass the holiday with her grand
t
are hopeful. The reason movie
Wythe House which had sheltered
Xiss Maud Hall has given two Elisha Richards.
mencement program for the re- at the University as Executive sec
erlj Cogan and Robert Bishop; studios aren't more lavish with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnot
only
Washington.
Jefferson
and
I
OI
'e-hour
lessons
in
stlll-ltie.
This
__
____
Tlie
third
part
was
a
"Southern
| turning old grads, will feature an retary of the Extension Service and
"Two Toy Trumpeteers," Gail Clif their screen tests of unknown
low.
Monroe. but the Chief Justice under ' u9vp a® th* girls a chance to use plantation with Phyllis Arnold
ford and Kathleen Tliompson; mili youngsters is tliat the average test,
impressive array of personalities later joined the ranks of the W. T. Washington. John Marshall. Mar- j thP‘r new drawing boards which the ;uid James Wentworth
Mrs Stanley Macgowan and son |
as the un- tary toe dance Patricia Wall. Cyn including the cost of personnel,
I with Mr Fogler. nationally known Grant Company in which organiza
Warren with a guest, Edward
locai NA A. boys made for them. , happy maldpn and
thia Brown, Iva Lowe and Doris J camera rentals. Him and lighting
retail merchandising executive ap tion he came to achieve national shall to whom Webster and Lincoln
averages close to $10,000
Thurston, are spending the holiday
Mrs Carlton F Snow. lady Kiiox . Sympathy .. O;her
are
indebted
for
that
lnunort.il
Mae Hopkins.
propriately acting as toastmaster leadership and executive responsi
It takes exactly 12.856 gallons of
weekend at tlie Macgowan camp at
Chapter
DA
R.
passed
out
25
Missouri
Waltz
Ruth
Ma
,
Miss Heald was presented witli a water to make a presentable rain
and introducing the list of alumni bilities. A short time ago he was phrase: "A government of the peo
Panther Pend, Raymond.
copies of D. A. R Manual For MarUyn
HaUh
ple.
by
the
people,
for
the
peopbT
beautiful bouquet ot ftow'ers by her storm In Hollywood movies. The
speakers.
»
selected as president of the MontMr and Mrs. Eugene Closson and
Among the items displayed by Miss Citizenship."
1 rain in question ls piped through
cia Hatch. Marion McDermott. Alan dancing school pupils.
Returninj with his classmates to gomery Ward Company, mail order
daughters Arlene and Adeline of
Twenty-six visitors have called
11100 feet of copper tubing drilled
Spring were Ramona's marriage
their
25th
i»un»A
celebration.
Mr.
and
chain
store
merchandising
ori with small holes every half inch.
Upton, Mass., are to arrive Wed
slippers with blue birds for happi at the project this month. Among
nesday night to spend tlie holiday Fogler will be a familiar figure to ganization. He returned to the ness. A picture of Ramona’s wish-* these were Charles G Hewitt, State iary will hold a rally Monday night, Rev. W. F. Brown, pastor of Uie Blonde actresses have more dimples
in their cheeks than brunettes do.
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. H H. hundreds of alumni who have Orant Company this year to the ing well was also shown /Ramona! Administrator; Albert O Perkins, at Meguntlcook Grange hall Sup Baptist Church.
Blondes have more freckles while
known
him
as
among
the
most
acposition
of
president
and
general
Newbert
that endearing character from the district director; Cecelia Lerette. per will be served at 6 30 Follow- During the march stops will be brunettes win out with dimpled
tive
members
of
the
Alumni
Assomanager.
made
at
the
Conway
boulder,
at
the
Miss Elizabeth Thurston who lias
elbows.
facile pen of Helen Hunt Jackson. secretary to Mr Perkins; and Miss i ing the supper there will be an enThat it takes only one person to
been employed the past four years
She. who as Helen Fiske, was the Anita Blanchard, supervisor of the | tertainment and H. C. Buzzell of waterfront, where flowers will be
mable opportunities for increasing childhood friend of Emily Dickinson 1 girls' project at Waterville. Mem Belfast will be the principal speak strewn on the water in honor of apply normal make-up on a star
at Crocketts Store in Rockland
our recreational revenue from this The heart affair, the tragedy, end bers of the local Advisory Board er. The public Is invited to the the sailor dead, and at the Soldier's while on the other side it takes
started Monday morning her new
nine persons, including make-up
------- '
1 source. Practically every' man. wo- the estrangement which follow etf, calling were Mrs. Carlton F. Snow, entertainment and to hear the monument in Monument 6quare.
duties in the office of Perry s Main
ward-robe, assistant directors, and
Frederick G. Payne Offers man and child in the State benefits
The line ot march will form thus: property men to deglamorize her
street Market.
were surely the cei^er of the great1 Mrs. William Ellingwood. and Mrs. speaker.
'.directly or indirectly from this busi mystery that surrounds the life cf I Edward W. Peaslee.
The Congregational Good Cheer Arey-Heal Post. A. L. High School'‘or a muddy rain sequence. In
Some Helpful and
Miss Barbara Elliot, whose mar
ness.
We are very happy to have as an Class enjoyed a lobster supper1 Band a squad from the U S. Coast Hopwood a baby is a small spotriage to Charles Provenchee of Prov
Emily Dickinson.
Practical Suggestions
“Another way in which Maine
idence. will take place June 7. was
Miss Spring considered the gar addition to our exhibit, two large j Tuesday at Miss Jessie Hosmer's I Guard station at Rockland, the
insurance companies have talent
Maine's recreational business. ex- can gain lasting benefit as a result dens of Hampton Court, the most oils by our well-known local artist, j Camp at MegutiUcook Lake. At the flre department. Sons of Union 'scouts ln this cinema city Just like
guest of honor at a surprise shower
party given by Mrs. Donald Leacli tended to present this State s year-, of the Summer recreational busi- beautiful she had ever seen. Hamp E L. Brown. One of the paintings J business meeting these officers were Veterans and Auxiliary, the Aux-1 the motion picture companies in
and Miss Agnes Flanagan at Mrs. round advantages and attractions. ness *s ;lle interesting of seasonal ton Court, the largest and perhaps Is a seascape; the other ls a view J elected: President, Miss Dorothy lliary of the. Arey-Heal Post, Joellorder tha‘ thp>' maT discover big
Leach’s home in Rockland Tuesday I deserves every possible effort by yis*tors in Maine properties as per- the finest of all the Royal Palaces of one of the most beauUful cities \yalsh; vice president. Mrs. Kath- Keyes Grant Circles. Ladies of the accounts among the youngsters
with promising screen careers. This
night. Miss Elliot was presented j ,he state government and citizens to manenl homes. Already the state ln England, was built by Cardinal ln the world. Cintra. Portugal.
1 eryn Keller; secretary and treasurer, iO A R ■ Un‘led Spanish War Vetcapital wtth a total population
i
has
attracted
scores
of
new
resi

with gifts of Pyrex ware; and the promote it. Frederick G. Payne. Re
We were sorry to lose Miss Rose Miss Bessie Bowers.
Wolsey., and later seized by Henry
lerans. the troops of 206 and 206. of more than 172.000 people, pos
group played bridge, prizes going »o publican gubernatorial candidate dents ln this manner. Abandoned vni.
Malburg this month. Miss MalRoy Morong of Rockport is em-!Boy Scouts, and the High School sesses more clothing per capita
than any other city in the world—
Mrs. Theodore Bird and Mrs. Zenas said in an interview yesterday.
i ‘arms- particularly with coast of
Pictures of the grape vine, the big burg is now employed at H. H. ployed at the First National Store ^lee Club,
wardrobe of a single studio could
Melvin, both of Rockland, and Mrs.
“Our Summer business, which is lalteshore frontages have been taken black Hamburgh variety, were Crie's.
on Main street.
outfit more than 500.000 persons.
Earle Gowell and Miss Elliot. Re recognized as a hundred million! UP' thp buildings renovated or re- shown. This is Uie largest vine In
Both groups of the N.Y.A. Girls,
An actress can be made to look
Funeral services for Edwin J. El
The last of the ice left this morn
freshments were served by th? ddllar industry, can be doubled Placpd- and «»*** npw citizpns- ««« England, if not in the world.
accompanied by their supervisor, well, 69. who died early Tuesday
fat or thin in color films. Blue
ing when J. Lewis York sent word
hostesses, the tables being attrac through ihe co-operation of organ-.flrst camp
,hp statp as Summer
Sir Walter Scott and Robert visited thc National Archives Proj morning, will be held Friday at 2 that Kennebago, famed trout lake dresses make them look thin—dark
red at least 10 pounds heavier in
tively decorated in pink and white, ized development agencies and the Ivlsitors arp now amon8s‘ °ur mos‘ Burns were classified as the two ect. Federal Building. Rockland.
o clock at the Good funeral home, had cleared. Situated a few miles color pictures. Blondes require 25
witli centerpiece of spring flowers people of all communities." said the [Ioyal booslers Much taxable prop- greatest men in English literature,
A group of the N Y A. Girls with Rev. Weston P. Holman officiating.
north of Rangeley this lake is con- i percent less liglit than brunettes.
flanked by lighted candle;. The Augusta mayor. "This is illustrated - prty_has bppn addpd in this ®an- and Scott as the greatest novelist. their supervisor also attended the
Picture script
Mr Elwell was bom in Bennington sidered one of the best trout waters i A'' .avpra«p
other guests were Mrs. Rupert Strat bv the success of those communities 1 npr'
i contains about 300 scenes—the di
Attention was called to the scenes concert given by the Federal Singers ( V( SQn Qf Wi„lam and JuHa HweU
in the country and fly fishing only rector usually films three tlmea
ton. Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Mrs. John that have taken steps to develop Thp Au«usta mayor favors a con- of "The Lady of the Lake" and and their leader. Lotte McLaughlin.1 and h#d ,ivfd jn (hU
M
is legal. The best kind of luck ls that number. Paramount still re
MuLoon,
The Brown Club. Mrs. Knott C. and fQr thp
2, yeafs had
™
C Mrs, Henry
H AC Roper,
OH ,Mrs.
™ (Winter sports areas and further by tinuall«
‘he program of stock- Kenilworth where Elizabeth and
always reported there right after ceives requests from fans asking
Edwin Scarlott and Mrs. Robert M
,
inu lakes nnd
uith Damp- Leicester are alive forever.
Rankin, president, gave a May Pany duc(ed a (ax. bus|ncs<. Hp
Allen of Rockland. Mrs. Edward 'thp <xperience of some of our coast|
^am, with gamea the ice goes out. This was the lake for pictures of Rudolph Valentino,
for
the
N.Y.A.
Girls.
May
17.
at
‘
hej
MVenth
degrf{
,
Oranger
It was brought out that Burns was
resorts where public spirited men 1 food flsh' and a similar program of
Burial that gave ex-president Herbert and even for pictures of the late
Elliot and Mrs. Albert Elliot.
star's grave.
and women of vision are catering, ma*ntaining the state s game bird born at Alloway not Ayr. To illus N.Y.A. room, fommunily Building. ! will be in Mountain cemetery.
Hoover some good action last year.
Motion picture players of today
to the yachting enthusiasts. One asspt "J bpUeve tlla‘ the stocking trate her story Miss Spring showed This was a gala event.
Little Kennebago Stream will offer are pikers as wage earners com
Ham. for broiling, says Inez S.
Yellow
candles
on
the
serving
Garden
Club
Notes
Yasmyth
’
s
painting
of
Burns
and
such community made a careful (of our watprs with youn« fish "some good trout fishing from now pared to top-notch stars of 20 or
Wilson, home economist, should be
The Garden Club met Tuesday
survey of this type of Summer busi- I
t0 the benefll and advantage scenes from that tragic episode of table. The small tables most at
more years ago—Mary Pickford
three-quarters to one inch thick to
tractively arranged with embroid afternoon at the home of Mrs. P. G. on.
signed a contract in 1916 with
ness and it was determined :hat, our °«'n Peopie to a much greater Highland Mary.
give best results in juiciness and
Adolphe Zukor which guaranteed
golden hours on angel wings.
ered linen covers. Centerpieces of Willey. Mrs. William E. Wing of
the yachtsmen had brought approx-' pxtpn‘ even, than it attracts sports- "The
Flew o'er me;
flavor.
Tne culture cf orchids began in her $1,300.0000 for the year—A
May baskets filled with assorted can Portland gave an illustrated talk
men
and
visitors
during
the
fishing
For
dear
to
me
imately $120,000 into that town."
month earlier Charlie Chaplin
Was my sweet Highland Mary "
dies and a lovely flower at each on "Longfellow Garden and Home England about 1820. but did not signed the flrst million dollar con
Much can be done to bid for this season," he says.
become
general
in
the
United
States
In
closing
Miss
Spring
took
the
place.
in Portland." An ’invitation was
Lemon Juice Recipe type of seasonal recreational busi "County and local fish and game
tract. A measly $350,000 a year ls
group to Lucerne, Lake Lemon, and
Preceding the refreshments, whicn read from the Longfellow Garden before 1865.
about tops these days.
He
suggested
associa
‘
i°
ns
and
other
development
ness.
Payne,
believes.
Checks Rheumatic
the Carlton Tifflny Hotel where she consisted of harlequin ice cream,1 c]ub of portiand inviting the Camgroups'can
do
much
to
conserve
and
that docking and repair facilities
was a guest when in Switzerland. cakes and nut cookies, a musical den club members to a tea June 7
Pain Quickly
be improved and public conven augment our natural resources and Yes, and the glory of the Alplen
■program was given in the Tower at tbe Longfellow Home.
If you suffer from rheumatic, ar
increase
our
recreational
business,
iences be installed at every one of!
thrltls or neuritis pain, try this simple
if they will co-ordinate their pro flowers which blossom in every con Room. Tlie program:
i A social hour followed and punch
Ihe
innumerable
Maine
coastal
liar-1
lnexpen&lve home recipe that thousands
grams with those of the various ceivable color with snow jilst at the V?i'»nT?^t7rom Hodman. Offenbach and fancV cakes were served by the
are using. Get a package of Ru Ex bors that yachtsmen would make |
ibi Bran iful Ohio.
Mary Earl hostess. A notice was read with
state departments established for other side.
Compound today. Mix It with a quart a port of call.
Shlrleen McKinney. Philip French
I
Helen Hyde Carlson, vocational Reading
of water, add the Juice of 4 lemons
similar purposes. ’
—The Birds Christmas
’
! reference to the annual meeting of
"Standardization
of
type
and
de

It's easy. No trouble at all and pleas
carol
_
Kate Douglas Wiggin Medomak Reg,0„ o( Qarden clubfi
consultant, ^ias visited the girls'
Mrs Parker Merriam
ant. You need only 2 tablespoonsfu) sign in both sailing and power craft
project this month. Mrs. Cat Ison Group singingAmerica,
which will be held June 5 at Thom
two times a day. Otten within 48 hours i js doing much to popularize boating
Arcompanl-t Mis Knott C Rankin
spoke
on
pottery
and
read
"Advice
sometimes overnight splendid results | ,, „ ____
aston. The meeting will open at
Boys Vocal Trio—Grumbling.
are obtained it the pains do not quick-1as a lecreational pursuit,
says
To a Clam Digger" by Wilburt
Ansel Young Kenneth Hooper.
1039 with registration starting at
ly leave and tt you do not feel better payne.
' The trend is distinctly
Lauience Ames
Snow.
Ku-Ex will cost you nothing to try
‘
Plano solo
10 o'clock. Tlie forenoon will be
Ku-Ex Compound Is for sale and recom- J from the highways to the water(a) Valeik.
Mokrejs
(Bottled Natural Gas)
The supervisor of the project, spoke
mended by C. H. Moor A Company and
lb) Gavotte in E major.
Bach devoted Lo business and election of
ways. There are new and unestigood drug stores everywhere.
on "May-Flower” and gave a brief
Dorothy Havener
officers and at 12.30 luncheon will
singing
the modern cooking sketch of the life of Emily Dickinson Group
The Quilting Party,
be served. At 2.39 Prof. Robert P.
Good-bye.
My
Lover.
Good-bye.
fuel now sells at a and her friend Mabel Loomis Todd. Keep the Home Fires Burning.
Tristram Coffin of Bowdoin Col
The "Lesser Known Vitamins E. There's a Long, Long Trail A'wlndlng
lege will be the speaker.
new LOW PRICE!
zx
zx
SHIRLEY T. WIT ,T .TA MS
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

Raymond H. Fogler, Distinguished Rock
port Son, To Direct Alumni Banquet

Their Activities, Social
and Otherwise, Are Here
Shown In Review

a a a a
ZS ZS

ZS

High School Pupils Bring Joy To
Capacity Crowd In Opera House

How To Help Maine

PARK THEATRE FRIDAY-SATURDAY

PHILGAS

THOMASTON CAFE

MAIN ST.. COR. REECIIWOOnS ST., ROUTE 1. THOMASTON

The Home of Home Cooked Food

Pies
Doughnuts
Pastry
LOBSTER OUR SPECIALTY
Don’t Fail To Try Our Italian Sandwich

Bread

Wc find folks come many miles for these especially made,
absolutely delicious Italian Sandwiches
Open Every Night iu tlie Week Until 12 o'clock
63-65

Why wait longer for the speed, clean
liness and convenience of modern gas
cooking when Philgas costs so little?
Average users cook 270 Individual
meals irom one cylinder — approxi
mately 1/jc per meal per personl

A. C. McLOON CO.
TEL. 51,

ROCKLAND, ME.
44-tf

Ready for Holiday

THE PINE TREE GIFT SHOP
OF WATERVILLE

Announces the Opening of a Shop at
15 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN

SATURDAY, JUNE 1

Memorial day exercises will be
under the direction of the AreyHeal Past, A. L. The line of march
will form in Post Office square at
10 o'clock. Eugene Thompson will
be the marshal and his aides will be
Martin Richards, J. J. Kennedy
and Harry Thurlow. The address Raymond Hatton, Duncan Renaldo and Robert Livingston in a scene from
at die cemetery will be delivered by
the Republic Picture, “Pioneers of the West.”—adv.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 30, 1940

Every-Other-Day

the Medoraak Region will be held
at the Baptist Church. Thomaston,
June 5 at 10.30 a. m. Registration
Mrs. Donald Fuller, New starts at 10 a. m. Luncheon will be
served at 12 30 p. m., and the afterPresident, Makes Her
i noon meeting will start at 2 p. m.
Appointment*
The guest speaker Is to be Robert
The first meeting for the year Tristram Coffin of Bowdoin College,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Mathews. Miss
Maxwell Studley of Hartford, of the Rockland Garden Club was well known poet and author. He i
Marion Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. H. Conn., and Miss Virginia Graves of held Tuesday at the home of Mrs ; will have with him some of his
E. Murdock and Walter Russell of Boston are guests of V. P. Studley. Henry Bird, with Mrs. Donald H. books to sell, and will autograph
Melrose. Mass., are holiday guests
Puller and Mrs Dana S Newman them.
I
of relatives in this city.
Impressions of the Garden Fed- ,
T.H.E. Club members were en ' as assisting hostesses.
The president, Mrs Donald Pul- eration meeting in Augusta May
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, was hostess tertained Monday night by Mrs. , ler. welcomed the old and the new 16 were given by several members.
to Thimble Club this week at a L- B. Cook, at cards and late lunch. members and made the following
A solo -Last Night." was beauti
sewing party and luncheon.
Mrs. Daniel Paulitz and Mrs. Albert | appointments:
fully sung by Mrs. Mildred Havener,
Board of directors for 1940 -Mrs. accompanied by Mrs. Dana New- '
Havener won high scores, the travel
Dr. and Mrs. P. P. Brown are at
man.
’ I
prize going to Mrs. Sherman Rokes. E Stewart Orbcton. Mrs. Hervey C
tending commencement exercises at
Al.en, Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy, Mrs.
Flower arranging, a fascinating
Columbia University, where their
t Mrs. Katherine Akers of Honolulu, Arthur Lamb and Miss Carrie Iwbby—was depicted to the club by
son Pletcher is a graduate.
’ means of colored slides, through
I entertained at dinner and contract , Fields.
, the courtesy of Arthur Taylor, loi
Chairman
of
LegislationMrs.
E
! Tuesday afternoon in South ThomMrs. Elmer E. Marston of Port
I cal manager of the Coca-Cola Co 1
■ aston. Her guests were Mrs. Ralph Stewart Orbeton.
land spent Tuesday with relatives.
Program
-Mrs
Danji
Newman.
The lecture was read by Mrs Ruth
I Trimm, Mrs. John Clayter and Mrs.
In Uiis city.
I chairman; Mrs. Prank Tirrell. Mrs. Ellingwood.
Perley Damon. High score went
Charles Berry, Mrs. Henry Clukey | Because of the thoughtfulness and
to Mrs. Clayter.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jagels of Port
land Mrs. Fred Linnekin.
, generosity of Mr. Taylor the club
land have been visiting relatives In
Publicity—Mrs. George Avery.
was refreshed, after tlie close of
Winslow-Holbrook
Unit
A
L
A
Camden and Rockland for a lew
Hospitality
Mrs.
J
N
Southard
j
the meeting, by an ice-cold bottle
I elected the following officers Mondays.
Conservation—Mrs George M 1 of coca-cola.
, day night: President, Mary Dins
St. Clair, secretary
more; vice president, Amelia Ken Derry, chairman; Mrs. Jerome Bur- 1 Katharyn
Mrs. Edward Wheaton and sister
ney; Junior vice president, Delia rows. Mrs. Carl Sonntag. Mrs. Jona- pro tern,
Miss Mildred Gilette of Lexington,
, Day; secretary Bernice Jackson; than Gardner and Mrs. George W .
Mass., are spending a week at
|chaplain. Ella Hyland; sergeant at Smith.
“Broadview ' cottage. Holiday Beach
Horticulture- -Mrs. Harry Leven- ■
arms, Mildred Wallace; historian,
seler.
Mrs. Grover C. Knight has re Minnie Smith; past president, Grace
Community Betterment—Mrs. J
turned from Newton, Mass., where Kirk; executive committee, Ann A. Jameson. Mrs L. A Thurston
LIDAO CKAMPMrr
'
she was called by the death of her Alden, Dorothy Simmons and Eve
Correspondent
Roadside^
Development
—
Mrs
Carl
lyn St. Clair; delegates to the De
father, Daniel C. Dudley.
I
Borgeison.
partment convention in Houlton,
Tel.
Junior
Nature—Miss
Annie
The Outing Club met with Mrs. June 21, 22, 23. Mary Dinsmore,

®SOC* ETY.

The Garden Club

ROCKLAND’S NEWEST

WOMAN’S FURNISHING SHOP

Opens
Saturday, June 1
AT

471 MAIN STREET
New Everett I. Spear Block

Showing a Complete Line of
carefully selected
WOMEN’S WEAR

Lingerie, Corsets, Hosiery
Underthings, Gloves

F. HEIKKINEN
Proprietress
“Friendly Service

With Good Merchandise"

By K. S. F.

MEMORIAL DAY-1940
I For The Courier-Gazette!
Beside the graves of those who died,
At heme. In lands beyond the sea:
We pledge ourselves and all we have,
To make our Country safe and free.

A Maine boy has just won an
$800 scholarship awarded by Am
herst College for study in social
science. The young man ls Luther
Scales of Auburn who also won a
State of Maine scholarship of »500
offered annually by Bowdoin Col
lege.
• • • •

At Gettysburg and Meuse-Argonne.
Arp burk'd thousands row on row
Who dipd for Freedom and for Right,
That man a Better World might know.
War bursts airain upon the rarth.
And all our hearts are gripped with fear;
The increase In the numbers slain,
Make days ahead both sad and drear.
Accursed of God these vandal hordes,
Who kill and ruthlessly destroy:
Who wreck the cherished hones of man,
For Brotherhood. World-peace and Joy.
Avenge O God the slaughtered hosts,
Who died to halt the tyrant’s sway;
Avenge the exiled refugees.
Avenge these millions -Lord we pray.
F.ternrl is the Word of God,
Its judgments speak the tyrant's doom;
Time thrusts the Caesars from their throne.
Faith makes us strong and cprqucrs gloom.
Since God is God assurance ours.
That Right at last shall conquer might;
Who made the stars—their courses guides.
Will bring us through our tears and night.
Bring comfort Lord to those who mourn
Their dead, for loved ones who have died;
And grant us Faith to vision them
At rest with Thee, and glorified.
Henry Felton Iluse.
North Haven.

Rhodes

"Oh, I see you have a eat In your
home. What s its name?'
‘Guest."

"Why do you give It that name?"
•"Because we can t seem to get rid
of It. ’
• • • •
And still Ethel Barrymore stats
and Lionel, her brother, still holds
tire picture world enthralled with
his fine service as an actor.
• • • •

Gifford Calderwood ls a patient
at Knox Hospital where Monday
he underwent an appendectomy.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
night at the home of Mrs. Eliza
beth Vattaw with 17 members pres- ! It was quickly extinguished with
EAST WALDOBORO
ent. In the absence of the presi- ' no damage
Mr. and Mrs. William Buck of
dent, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes, Mrs. C.
Tlie Nitsumsosuin Club and hui- Randolph, Muss.. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
V. Overman presided at the busi
bantls met Monday at the home of Morse of Rockland. Mrs. S W Glenness session Next week the Club
Mr and Mrs. Douglas Bisbee for ; denning of Palermo and Mr and
will meet at the home of Mrs Hazel
supper and bridge. Prize winners . Mrj> Guy BesM. of Friendship were
Caln.
were Fred Holbrook. Mrs. Frederick recent visitors at Harry McIntire's
! Mr. and Mrs. Zadoc Brown and
Richards. Mrs Nina Carroll and and Raymond Simmons.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Brown of'
Mrs Marion Ingraham
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burns of
Bath were in town Sunday calling
Rehearsals are in progress for the south Waldoboro were guests SunMr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter on friends.
MlUer s
Miss Gertrude Erickson who has pageant "Children of the Bible' (!ay at Mr and Mrs
are spending the holiday in Boston.
will be presented on Chil-1 ..
. ,,
„
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Gif which
, . .
I Mr. and Mrs Henry Wilson of
dren s Day at the Baptist Church
...
___ _____ t
__ w ci.I-1 Monmouth spent the weekend at
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cole of Win ford Calderwood since returning u
by members of the Church School
from
Florida
is
in
Winterport
for
j
their
home
here.
slow. are occupying their cottage at
under the direction of Mrs C. V.
the summer.
Richard Benner. Edwin Mank and
Holiday Beach for the season.
Walter CarTo'.l moved Monday to Overman with the teachers assist Marian Flanders were Camden ytsling.
tors Friday.
Captain Chester Sweeney and his new and attractive quarters in
Miss Barbara Richardson, Mbs
Recent guests at L. L. Monk’s
mother, Mrs. John Sweeney, of the Masonic Block.
Charles E Rhodes, Sr., was guest Gladys Noyes and Earle Payson are were Mrs. M. E. Watson. Raymond
Everett, Mass., are in Rockland for
of honor Monday night at a family spending the holiday with friends Watson and Miss Alice Colrinan of
a few days visit with friends.
gathering at his home, tlie event in Lewiston.
Bath. Millard Mank. and son Ken
neth of Farmingdale, Miss Bertha
Mrs. Cleo Hopkins and niece Miss honoring Ids birthday Refresh
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
i Teague. Edward Teague. Miss Ber; Arlene Cross, returned Tuesday ments were furnished by the
I tha Teague. Judson Benner of Wari from 10 days motor trip to Now daughters-ln-law and Mr Rhodes
was the recipient of a fountain pen,
, ren and Mr and Mrs. Al.red Sher
I York, which Included visits to the
THURSDAY
a gift from his sons. Those pres
man of Portland.
World's Fair and many other points
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Charles E
Mr. and Mrs. George Hyler of
of interest. They were guests of
Rhodes, Jr.. Mr and Mrs Albert U ,
! Cainden and Charles Harvey of
Mrs. Hopkins sister. Miss Adelaide
Rhodes and Cecil Rhodes of Rock- I
| Rockland were recent cullers at
I
liiiv Ul CORNU MiCIUM*
Cross, at the Maine Maid" in Jeri
Directed by Stvort
port. Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Rhodes
Miss Ellie Mark's.
cho and friends in New York City. of Rockland and Mr and Mrs I
A Paramount Pktvra
Mrs. Daniel Jones and son who
I They made the return trip via the
Steward Rhodes of Bath
have been visiting at Mrs. Gardner
! Mohawk Trail, spending Monday in
HLCS
lAELi-HO
Sfc'o.OU
Mrs. Gifford Calderwood ls
Mank's have returned to Hampden.
' New Hampshire.
spending a few days with Mr. and [
Friday and Saturday
Guy Jameson has been at O J
Mrs. Horace Coombs in Rockland. ,
Manks a few days.
Imiwuitiua
AWAY TO THE HILLS
Mrs. Clayton Smith substituted as
Milton Masters of Round Pond
I For The Courier-Gazette)
teacher at the East Side Primary! When I go forth and climb a hill.
visited Stanton Hanna recently.
Uplifted ... my mind, to freedom's will School Tuesday and Wednesday
I My heart responds In ecstasy
while Mrs Susie Auspland was in
But down beneath In valley rweep
Broil ham slice at a low tempera
Where humans face life's problems
Portland attending Grand Chapter
deep
ture. About ten minutes before It
OES sessions.
I feel I never can be atuned again
is finished spread with
cup cran
I Or life go free except upon these
Tlie firt alarm was sounded Tues
helgh's so grand
berry Jelly. Decorate it with whole
Where majesty controls my hand.
day at noon for a slight fire at the
, cloves and return to the oven to
K S F.
R L. Simonton barn in Simonton.
Rockland.
glaze, about ten minutes longer.

Garden Center—Mrs Hervey C
* Allen, at Copper Kettle
PrnjrcU
Hospital Garden-Mrs. Joseph
Emery, Mrs. Amory Allen.
Public Landing Grounds Mrs
J N. Southard.
Study of Peace Garden Mrs. H
P Blodgett
Lindsey Grove Nature Trail Mrs
Jerome Burrows, Mrs Carl Sonn
tag, Mrs. Jonathan Gardner, Mrs.
__ ..._________
Oeorge
W Smith
Tlie second annual meeting of

SUaiirWW
V|

Friday and Saturday

IAKCWCQD
j ".".■
’.aa/gT - era
git

»

BEERY’S
GREATEST
SCREEN
TRIUMPH!

v
White spiced with brown ... the
most luscious footwear suggestion on Fashion’s
^summer menu.’ And the most tempting selection
in town is here, in perfect-fitting Red Cross
Shoes.. Just $6.50.

Nightly at 8X0
First Matinee Saturday, June 1

Lakrwuwd Players
present
The Famous ( omedy Success

2D '^50
MULE TEAM

and WHITE FROSTINb

.STAAAIMC
IBINU

XI/)

lOMacz.

$65°

“END OF
SUMMER”
Week Starting Monday Night,
Junr 8
June 3

“HINDLE
WAKES”
TODAY
G FA) ItGE BRENT
MERLE OBERON

tk. PtASA

in

"TILL WE MEET AGAIN"

Strand

Tlie Powerful Drama of a Girl’s
Rebellion Against ConvenliOQ
with

LOUISE CAMPBELL
All Seats 75c and $1.10 (Inel. lax)

DANCE FRIDAY. MAY 31
FENTON BROTHERS

Shown: Mat. I: Ev|. fi ts and ».«
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to ID AS
Sunday Mat. 3— Ha'll,;hi Time__

b

Lakewood Inn Open For Season
Visit Our New Terracr Room

Let Those Effective
C.-G. Ads Help You
If you want to Rent a Room,
Sell the Cow, Turn Your Car
Into Cash, or Hire a Cook,
those

310 MAIN STREET,

BLACKINGTON’S

ROCKLAND, ME.
64-65

=====

Spying Auto Plates

This And That

(PORT

N P. Cobb Wednesday for dessert- Bernice Jackson and Minnie Smith;
alternates, Amelia Kenney, Delia
bridge.
Day and Mildred Wallace. The in
Miss Celia Crowley Ls visiting Dr. stallation will lake place June 19
and Mrs John Stanton in Danvers, J and it is hoped the department
Mass
j president, Mrs. Gladys Jameson will
, be the installing officer. Refresh
A wide choice of charming gifts ments were served by the hostesses
for the June bride is available at : Mrs. Grace Kirk and Mrs. Alice
the Central Maine Power Co. show , Walker. A decorated birthday cake
rooms in Thorndike Hotel Bldg. honoring the members whose birthBeautiful yet practical gifts, daintily ' days fell this month, Ella Hyland,
wrapped and sure to bring lasting Corinne Edwards, Georgie Jackpleasure.
56-Th-65 ( son. was the center of attraction.
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will help.

Just Phone 770

Ads

Mr Braxon (asking his wile a new
conundrum he had Just heard i:
“Dearie, do you know why I am like
a mult?"
Wifie: "No, 1 don’t, but I've often
wanted to ask you."
• • • •

Alabama
California
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Louisiana
(noted by E. O. Pinkham and Ruth
Ward
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
(Noted by Miss Lottie Smith)
Texas
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
• • • •
British Columbia
Hawaii
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Ontario
Prince Edward Island
(noted by Lawrence Dandeneati)
Quebec

Another poor and benighted wom
an the court records has lust dis
closed who lived In poverty and
rags, poor lood and little warmth,
has died and left an estate of $150,000. Tills soul walked miles each
day to save ear fare.
• • • •

So fine was tlie concert given by
Americans should daily twnom-1
Miss
Lotte McLaughlin and her
b<T tli" soldiers in their prayers.
Tliink of Canada's loneliest soldier well trained class, one could wish
over there in battle, away from all that more of Knox County dwell
he loves. In England thousands of ers could have heard It, and re
hearts may be greatly strengthened ceived the genuine uplift that good
by concerted or individual prayers music gives to the heart and soul.
to keep them brave. France with Die Divine Father meant us to
all her youth pledged to save the have music and plenty of it, else
world for Christian living as all tlie why so much reference to it in the
Allies are Moral support is needed Holy Bible. Trained singers arc
trom this nation at least. Ameri needed to bring out the full beauty
cans in their smug doctrine of “keep In the vole?, as well as the composi
Miss McLaughlin is
out of this war" can all send prayers tions need
to tlie great God of Love to end generous in her invitation for
the terrors by night and by day friends to attend her classes for
j work or for hearty enjoyment of
and. give peace in the world .
I listening. There should be a class
• • • •
of 100 voices to take advantage of
Do the boys choose up the way
this really great chance of a Ute
tlieir elders did when young- hold
time to study under so dimming
a ball bat and toss it to a com
and so skilled a teacher. We dee*ply
panion and put your hand tight
regret that wc have so seldom the
against his where lie caught it, then
opportunity to listen to Miss Lot
measure with his hand, then yours
te's fine and beautifully trained
tight tegether up to the very top
voice. She sings with heart and
and the last hand nt top. has the
true musical appreciation and
first strike in the game- of ball
keen
understanding of all meanings
• • • •
j In the composition she gives. R<
“I have went," said Henry, de land Ls proud of this daughte. spite his teacher's el forts to cor KSF.
rect him, so teacher told him to
write on the blackboard, “I have I • Romance Ls but the dreary com
gone" 100 times, which he did and monplace ccupled to imagination.
then lie wrote, "And I have went
home."
• • • •

riddle-age;
WOMEN

When one runs onto messages left
by tlie great English divine, Spur
geon, one is always much uplifted
and refreshed, and set thinking.
This thought of his has a great
message “Some temptations come
to the Industrious but all tempta
tions come to the idle.”
• • • •

HEED THIS ADVICE I
Lydia E. Plnkham'a Vegrtable Com
pound TABLETS help thousand., of
women thru "trying Un»»". The
way they help relieve female func
tional dl.trcm wtth'ItH nervoua,
moody spell, la often amazing. They
ALSO help build up rich red blood
which meuna more atrengthl

Farmer Ui New York: "One of
them city fellers tried to sell me
the Woolworth building this after
noon.”
i .i
“What did you say to him?"
Farmer "What, me? I sez. ‘All
right, young fe’.ler, wrap It up and I
will take It home "’
• • • •

Again the subject is rife as to the
proper pronunciation of that meaty
vegetable-fruit tomato. Is it “tomayto” or "tomahto?"
No one
really seems sure. Out in the West
GENUINE
It’s the long "a” and thus ’’to-mato“ and sometimes “tuh-inat-o In MEXICAN HUARACHES
the effete East Its usually “tomah
Hand woven, real leather
to" but the South insist on "tomayFive new styles this season
Natural and Whites
to" as the one and only correct pro
nunciation. However it is pro
$2.95 and $3.95
nounced, Maine people have the
best of this fruit vegetable In the
world they think
310 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. ME.
• • • •
64-65

BLACKINGTON’S

“I is" began a school boy.
”1 am," corrected the English
teacher
“I am the ninth letter in the al
phabet," said the boy
• • • •

John Ritchey has given a most
charming story in poetic lines cf
the homing herring that means food
for millions. It will Interest many
The-c little liver- of the hi &
take h-r’ken hi'- of mnonllTht shine
til waters of their odys?ey,
Threadeel In a bright design.

CcmiquE
THEAIRF

j

TODAY

“REBECCA”
Laurence Olivier, Joan Fontalm
Note: Holiday .Matinee at 3 P. M

Movin'; hy some untamed desire
They turn hiek to the stieanis of home.
Their scale, burn with an ancient file
They beat the water Into foam

FRIDAY AND SATVRDAY

Throueli tides and whirlpools In the
night
They tncvt upon their eosmle que.t;
Tnelr Ou are .liver In the llghi
(.'Utting the water without rest.

“The Farmer’s Daughter”

Till finally In Mime reach they He
Ixc.t where the water wraps ithetn
round.
Far from the seablrd'a lonesome cry,
Far front the salt waves' sound.

Big Double Feature

MARTHA RAVE in
THREE MKSQVITEERS

“Cowboys From Texas”
SAT. NIGIIT-BIG CASH NITE
Two $5.00 ITizes Positively
Given Away

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 30, 1940
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

DEMOCRATS LEAD SLIGHTLY

Annual Meeting

1

Of Medomak Garden
Clubs To Be Held
Wednesday, June 5

- 'i -:

AND THE
*7
I

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

Every-Other-Day

But the Picture “Can Change Over
Night,” Says Editor Of Pathfinder

Tlie second annual meeting of i
the Medomak Region of the Fed- !
erated Garden Clubs of Maine will
Agriculture
I tend State Camp at Orono in June.
be held on Wednesday. June 5. at
If the Presidential election were events are having an undeniable
Philip Scekins of Thomaston has Carolyn Andrews. Dorothy Keller.
Thomaston. Guest speakers will be held now instead of next No- effect on the chances of many men
bought a new tractor which he will and Daniel Andrews have been se
Robert P T Coffin of Bowdoin vembcr the Democratic party would who for months past have loomed
life on hls farm. Another tractor
College, and Mrs Clarence S. Bev.
...
lected to go from West Rockport
erage Federation pies.de.it, Mrs.
“ W‘th *"°re pOpUlttr 5,*pport. la;'ge as P°Klble Residential nomhss been bought by A P. Allen of
All members participated in the
1 E Stewart Orbeton regional di- than the RePublicans' according to ,necs in both the Republican and
Hope. Mr. Allen has about 12 acres
figures revealed in a 48-State poll
.
of crop this year, most of which minstrel show. The girls' club
rector, will preside.
. . . . _
„
Democratic parties. Tlieir positions
m
,
v
il >
j
,
conducted
by
Pathfinder
Magazine,
demonstrated.
"How
a
judging
li; —> been planted.
Tlie annual bulb show and plant
*
published ln have been variously affected by Herr
A very Interesting meeting of ontest on table setting is conduct
sale of the Osewantha Oarden Club
Hitlers fQrays abroad and
'd."
Robert
Deane
showed
how
to
blueberry growers was held at Wes
of South Portland Is being held this
'
The poll lists 14 states as "indi- time will now be required to size
Rockport last week with Henry ouild a chicken feeder; Daniel and
afternoon .Tuesday) at the First
cated"
Democratic and 12 as "lcan- . up the resultant political repercusWalter
Andrews,
how
to
transplant;
Kon'io. manager of the blueberry
Congregational Church of South
and
Herbert
Hurme
and
Harold
______
*
n
8
Uiat
way a total of 26. with sions in America. Needless to say.
co-operative, ln charge. Oscar Wy
Portland
Tolman.
fertilizer
placement.
Pour
The
Wadsworth-Longfellow
House
a
combined
electoral-college vote of the third-term issue has entered a
man. assistant crop specialist of the
Extension Service, was present andin,en' led by thc school band leader,
and Garden in Portland is tlie sub- 233 Agalnst these are listed 12 climatic phase, bearing with direct
ject of the talk to be given by Mrs. States "indicated Republican and importance on foreign and domestic
discussed the latest developments ln R°> Moon- furnished music. About
William E. Wing, honorary presi- sbt "leanln8 ’ Republican—or 12 in affairs. More than even before, the
growing berries. The use of lime 60 people were present.
Mrs.
dent of the Longfellow Garden a11, **’b a total electoral vote of 186. big question ls. will President
was discussed by several of the Henry Keller is leader of the girls
and Henry Kontio of the boys' club.
Club of Portland and Federation!^5 used in the poll, the word in- Roosevelt run again?
members.
The Medomak Merry Makers
'Under Roosevelt, the Democratic
chairman
of historical and memo dlcated applies to those States
Many of the orchardists are ap
Club ot Washington, planned, at
rial gardens, at tlie Camden Oar where tlie political trend is fairly party won a majority of 11 million
plying the pink spray this week.
its last meeting, to fill May baskets
den Club this Tuesday afternoon, at strong, while "leaning" applies to votes tn 1936 With the world and
From all indications, apple trees ln
! with fruit, candy, and pastry and
those where the trend is less fixed. America in their, present state much
the home of Mrs Pearl G. Willey.
the county are going to have a full
distribute to the sick and shutins
In addition to these States, four can happen either to preserve that
Oarden
Club
of
Dexter
holds
its
bloom this year
ln their vicinity.
It was also
annual flower show on Friday, June are singled out as being doubtful— great margin for the Democrats or
The Boothbay women's farm bu- planned to remember each club
California. Maryland. New York to swing the decisive bulk of It to
7.
reau group has planted a willow tree mfmber wi[h # blrthda, party dur.
Several clubs of the Federation and Pennsylvania, with a combined the GOP Offhand, it would seem
at the corner known as the •'Willow ing ihe year. Miss Louise Linscott
have donated trees or shrubs for' electoral vote of 113.
that something cataclysmic would
Tree." where the Wiscasset and is leader and there are 24 members.
the Knox Arboretum, at*Thomas As interpreted by Emil Harja. pub- nave to happen to make the major
Newcastle roads join. The old one
ton, during the past few years. This Usher of Pathfinder and nationally part ol those 11 million go Repubthat has been there for years is
year's lot of trees and shrubs has known analyst of public opinion, lican in November However, these
nearly dead.
recently been set out by Curator these figures give the edge to the are strange times and cataclysms
R C. Dolloff. county agent leader
Norman Lermond. Federated clubs Democrats but indicate at the same are possible Even thcugh our fig
lrotn Orono was ln the district this
donating these were: Freeport. time that the race may be a close ure* give it the edge, the DemoHave Been Authorized
past week and discussed with
Hampden
Highlands.
Oorham., °ne In November, In
in an article ac- cratic party has reason to worry
By Utilities Commiaaion
County Agent Wentworth the 1941
Valley,
Westbrook J companying the tabulation, Harja over evidence of wholesale migra
Kennebec
—
What
They
Affect
Extension Service plans. In June,
Rangeley Lakes, Bryant Pond, writes:
tions for its ranks. Tlie evidence
the county agent will meet with
Oakland, Augusta Nature, Thom- J "As of today, the Democratic edge varies from state to state, but it
Reduction in telephone rates for
the community commitee in a1' Maine, ls authorized by the public
aston, Rockland. Osewantha of1 seems solid enough, but it is less exists, and it should become clear
farm bureau groups of the county utilities Commission to become el
South Portland. Camden, and Old than half the full electoral-college er when the issues are better defined
Bristol of Damariscotta.
J vote of 531. and lt is therefore less
and go over the problems of their festive July I. will reduce the New
There stands a monur ut to the Unknown Soldier. And around it
Tlie Old Bristol Garden Club ' than enough to win a Presidential
community. The flrst meetings will England Telephone and Telegraph
'At any rate the odds are that
move the spirits of the veterans of the Civil War, the Spanish-American
be held as follows: June 4. Orff's Company's revenues by 550.OCO a
, will sponsor an informal flower election.
the election will be close; the makCorner 10; Jefferson. 1.30 p m.; year m the State. Commission
show on June 13 at Senter a Hall.
The key to the situation is in the I mgs are here for a real tight PresiW ar and the W orld War. They are the dead—and for the living they have a
and Simonton. 7.30 p. m June 5. Chairman Frank E Southard said
Damariscotta
four Slates listed as doubtful in our dential race, no matter who runs."
West Rockport. 10 a. m.; June 6.
message—“Democracy must live; wc must not have died in vain. Keep
Southard said the most important
poll ... If the Democrats hold on
Friendship. 10 a. m; and Warren. of the changes involved is that in
EAST
APPLETON
!
firmly
to the 26 States credited to
THF. G. A R VETERANS
peace and freedom in America, and we shall rest." Let us heed their mes
1. 30 p. m; June 7. Union. 10 a. m. message toll rates, both in personI Fcr The Courler-Oazette 1
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Fiske and them in our ’adulation, all they need
All meetings are on daylight saving to-person and station-to-statiou
sage, and pledge ourselves to keep faith with them, this Decoration Day.
by year the ranks are thinning;
Mr and Mrs. Albert Prentiss of to do ’® *‘n in November is to win Year
Men in uniform? of blue,
time.
calls.
Upton, Mass., were recent visitors either New Yorlc or doubtful Penn- Step? grow slow and eyes are dimmer.
their hearts arc Just as true
'Concurrently with the toll rate ;
sylvania. On the other hand, if the AsYet
at Mr and Mis Roland Oushees.
in days when duty beckoned
With the Homes
changes." Southard said, "the com- '
And
answered to the call.
Friends from Norway. Maine Republicans keep the 18 States al- Straightthey
Meetings with the home demon
and strong, for country's
pany is withdrawing an irregular
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
service.
passed tlie weekend with Mr ana loted to them, they must do Just a
stration agent. Esther Dunham, schedule which has applied between '
Harry C Rogers and Olaf Mandohl Mrs. Charles Salo.
little bit more than the Democrats Brave of heart, to give their all.
next week are:
Now the faltering steps are weary.
points within Aroostook county, in '
were weekend business visitors m
Mrs. Grace Brown is in Massa- to win the election—they must at One by one they're marching on—
Owl's Head. June 5. "Shopping for order that all toll rates in Maine ’
out" to join the comrades
Warren, N. H
least win New York and Pennsyl- "Mus'er
chusetts for a few weeks.
Wheis a newer dsy will dawn
Your Money's Worth," at the com will be on a uniform basis The ■
Mrs Irene Mink and children j v»nia. Thus, though slight, the poll Yet In memory we shall see them
The
Harding
family
of
Auburn

munity library. Mrs Louise Arey adjustment in Arocstook results in
Marching as in yester years.
dale. Mas.-., were at their summer Lyndon. Constance and Lyndafi, advantage is currently with the Clad In blue. Old Glory flying,
and Mrs Belle Robarts will serve some increases and some decreases."
And our ayes will nust with tear*.’
A review from Thr Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
home here for the weekend. Mre Jacqueline Martin and Allan Mar- ■ Party in power.
the square meal for health. Eco
Muftled
drums and martial music
Southard said the company would '
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1911
Cora Taylor was with them and ’in were callers Sunday at Mr. and
"Of course, this picture can Oi t shall
stir the heart to tp&in.
nomic information on buying and discontinue the 25-cent dial charge
will remain during the summer.
i Mrs Carleton Oushee's.
i change overnight. There are cer- For heir passing; good snd noble.
selection of meat and its food value for dial equipped private branch
Who will never march again.
Rev A Allen Brough, whose mar-^r and Mrs. Luther Calderwood I tain imponderables that no poll can As wo pause to pay them homage
will be discussed.
exchange telephones
Soft and gentle he the tread.
f Frank P Wight became proprie- Starrett and Mac E Jones, both oi rtage toox place recently, was in this
Woronoco, Mass., spent the measure or that no student of poli- test
our step disturb their resting.
East Union. June 6. "Home Light
The company. Southard added, tor of the Thorndike Hotel.
j Warren.
s ection last summer, where he con- J weekend with Mrs Calderwood's tics can forsee At the moment, for Blue and Khaki—honored dead
ing. ' at the Grange hall. Mrs. Ame- also has agreed to "extend reduc
Rose B Hupper
Baptist workers were raising their i Belfast, May 10 W H. Durham ducted a summer school and made, mother. Mrs Grace Brown,
example, world-shaking European Tenants Harbor.
in' Dornan. Mrs Jennie Pavson and tions made last year in mileage annual budget of $3300
, and Miss Laura Richards.
many
friends
He
ls
now
pastor
of
George H. Tighe. Civil War Vet- ' Vinalhaven. May 20. Clyde F
Mr Hazel Brown are on the din charges for four-party customers
the W 'st Hampden Baptist Church.'
tier committee Mrs. Lura Norwood adjacent to base rate areas. the eran. died at the home of his Orcutt and Annie E Brown
The best wishes of this community j
daughter.
Mrs
Lucy
Rowling.
He
R
Cc
ki
a
nd.
May
13.
Wyman
F
w.U assist with the meeting. A film newest reduction benefittlng the
are extended to this young man and
was 82
Cushman and Thecdora R. Neal
strip on lighting will be shown and customers in 23 additional oxRev J. H Gray was given a libRockport. May 20 John W Mai- hls bride.
various fixtures and changing over changes"
eral increase cf salary by the shall and Annie M Carleton
Mr and Mrs. Henry Miner of1
lamps for better light will be dem
Methodist Church
I pc;;trere F.a . May 17. A Maurice
— Alton H Blackington fitted up • Healey, formerly ol Rockland and Warren and Mr and Mrs. Frank
onstrated.
Thompson of Thomaston were call- 1
435 MAIN STREET
’ photo studio over Tlie Courier-Ga- Miss Lois Thcmpkins
(Opposite Perry’s Market)
ROCKLAND
Leader meetings scheduled next
Swans Island. May 15. Alvah C. ers Sunday night at the home of
ette office.
week:
Local citizens were disturbed by Smith and Evelyn M Stanley.
Alvin Wallace.
Union. June 4. "Making the
Waldoboro. April 16. F M Gil
the crisis with Germany I How his
Miss Marjcrie Hatch of Boston
more
of
Bangor
and
Mrs.
Mary
C.
Most of Your Appearance," at Mrs
tory repeats itself].
Stevens ol Waldoboro.
spent a few days the past week'
Lizzie Hawes. Mrs. George Fossett
City Clerk E R. Veazie had issued
Thomaston May 20 Ernest Ma- with her motlier. Mrs. Samuel
177 dog licenses.
has charge of this meeting. Mrs
Pants are Covert doth and
Phil Thomas was delivering fish ' lonev
^‘,‘7, and Nellie Wotton. both cf Hooper
.ies ie Stewart. Mrs. Maude Calder
by bike, wagon or motor
, L’lsn ”*
• • • •
Alfred Standish. Jr. arrived home
BOTH
Sanforized; Shirts Good
wood and Mrs. Hawes will serve
Orel E. Davies claimed the larg
Mr- Sarah Bramhall wa* elected' from Bo-ton last Thursday, having
dinner at noon There will be a
est wireless telegraph aerial in the
Quality, full cut (not pre
State 216 feet long and composed pres ident of the Thomaston W C j finished his course at a r-ehool In
FOR
demonstration of how to give a
I Y_
. I Brookline
of six wires
shrunk).
True
work
clothes
leased
manicure and facial and suggestions
Two samples of White "Wav street I -J?fana^er Gill
.
.i. , Camden
,,
Mr and Mrs Maynard Brown,'
lights were being shown in front
,o
parties
for good grooming.
value!
for ont year.
| daughter Jean and Oliver Brown
of The Thorndike Hotel.
•4Hope. June 5. "Good Grooming."
Mr
and_Mrs
Edwin F Dillin-- 0( Bath spent Sunday in town and |
Marion
L.
Hamiin.
assistant
’
su■.
„
„„„
at the Grange hall. Mrs. John
perintendent of Knox Hospital, was ba™ _LH?a^de”
in Friendship.
Wilson has charge of the meeting.
on her way to assist In Red Cress 60^/eddln’
**
Addison Winchenbach called Sunwork
In
Praiwp
Mr*.
E.
A.
Burdick
resigned
as
D.nner will be served by Mrs. Flor
Virgie F Studley wa- occupying director of the Congregational day on his brother Brainard The
Extra Fine Quality Tans and Green. Sanforized Shrunk.
ence Allen and Mrs. Irving Eugley.
his new bunsatow on Ma nnir ^rcet Cboir in Thomaston
I latter recently celebrated hts 89’h
nts neu Dungaio* on Masonic Mreet,.
Thr vinalhaven Electric Power birthdav
Members will make various creams,
S I,. Alperin war badly injured
Vinall’’,'rp Eler’/c *’r,wrr
True Work Clothes Value. Shrinkage Not More Than 1%
when he fell through a trap door , Crmpany s
’1,ar"
at
Vinalhaien
deodorants and hand lotions.
Herringbone Weave—Vat Dye
.t hknto. «f
I — «■■■'■»*-z "i”''-'
Announcements have beep received
Nobleboro, June 6 "Variety in
It w£, rented that Miss Lucy
bv
S. Walls, the here of the marriage June 1 of Fran.
Buy Your Correct Size
Vegetables.'' at the Grange hall.
C. Farnsworth was to build a brick | pT‘de%,ar1„ ,
pl,n, rhi.n cis B Thurston, fonritrly of RockPANTS .................................... $1.37
Mrs Doris Keene will have charge
k
Steiens
of
Chi
ovl
j]„
and
Evelyn
G.
Whitta
’
.
l
or cement block at the corner of . pee Falls. Mass . organ his paslo- . _ . „
and members will prepare various
SHIRT.............................................. 97
Main and Elm streets.
rate at the Camden Congregational
Bast Providence.
Mrs Gardner L. Robinson. 76 !
vegetable dishes for dinner under
A Matched Outfit For.....................
Church.
|
------------------died at her home on Pleasant i
ner direction Mrs. Florence Peck
Schooner
Margaret
M
Ford WFST WAI DORORO
Worth $2.90.
Hat to match 49c
street.
I
Ann Mason
Th*
ritv
wo. which was built in the woods at;
wfwukrvruvriNvr
and Mrs. Goldie Burns will assist
d C ty bu<!gct *ai| Pleasant River Vinalhaven, went! Mrs. Jessie Bragdon and daugh-j
her. Vegetable cookery will also Following a notable opening per $119,337.
TAN. WHITE
SPORT
Former Congressman Charles E a.'hore near Nassau, and was a ter Marjorie of Ipswich. Mass , have |
be discussed. This meeting will formance which attracted promi
BLUE. GREEN
fetal loss.
been the guests of her mother Mis. I
Littlefield
died
at
the
Past
Gradualso be held in South Thomaston. nent Maine residents, dramatic ate Hospital in New York, aged 64 Krlapt
MIXTURES
Cora Genthner.
SHIRTS
June 6. at the Grange hall. Mrs. critics and theatrical celebrities, years. He had attended a Supreme Camden
SP
I Eu*™ Winchenbach wen; SatEXTRA VALUE
Annie Dennison will conduct the the Lakewood Players this week are weeks before"1 ' ' C" °*' ' ' *
Tlle bungalow tea room in Cam- urday to Lincoln where he has been
FAST COLORS
meeting and wiU be assisted by Mrs. continuing their presentation of
SUMMER
These births were recorded:
' den was formally opened by Mr.s. appointed Fish and Game warden. |
STRIPES, CHECKS
Ruby Makinen.
Vinalhaven, May 1, to Mr. and
j
I John Crane Jr. has employment!
S. N. Behrman’s delightful comedy
SANFORIZED
Wash Pants
Rav Webster
Smith,
62. died
at
A clinic committee meeting will "End of Summer." The amusing Mrs
Mrs. Kay
weoster, aa dauahter
daughter.
i ,)JsCapt
,)OmeOcor
on 8rLane
s fcland
Vinal
. in Vassalboro.
Rockland, May 10. to Mr. and
be held in Burkettville, June 6 at story of Leonie Frothingham and
haven.
I Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen-1
FULL CUT
4 p. m„ (DJ5.T.), at Mrs. Gladys her various love affairs, together Mrs. Peter Pepioello of Holiday
Camden s new postoffice, built at bach and daughter Eleanor were
Beach, a son.
REINFORCED
I inscott. s.
with the sub-plot of her daughter,
Spruce Head. May 7. to Mr and
Augusta visitors Monday
Paula, whose life is complicated by Mrs. Henry F York, a son.
Mrs. Alden Jones of Oardiner has
4-H dub Notes
REGILAK OR SAILOR STYLE—WORTH SUM)
Owls Head. May 5. to Mr and
Camdcn was
the
wooing
of
a
radically
minded
been
recent guest of Mrs. Laura
Mrs.
Victor
Leighton,
a
daughter
—
i
ra,c
d
as
a
first
class
office.
Raymond Shaw and Gordon
Jones.
Bowman, members of the Wawe- young man, provides an exhilarat Lida Elizabeth.
KEEP COOL!
CDADT DEI
TC
WH,TE
- TAN’
Rockport, May 8 to Mr and Mrs. HOPE
Mrs. Wesley Wincapaw is visit
UIVKI
DLLIu
GREEN. BLUE
nocks boys' 4-H Club of Pemaquid, ing evening in the theatre.
William
Turner,
a
daughter
—
Ora
LOOK
COOL!
Starting Monday night, June 3.
Mrs. Alice True is attending the ing her daughter in Massachusetts.
demonstrated how to test soli at
PLAIN OR STRIPES—EXTRA VALUE
Jenette.
the
Lakewood
Players
will
offer
Mrs.
Ralph
Johnson
has
been
their meeting, May 20. The club
North Haven, May 9, to Mr. and Eastern Star Convention In Port
LEGHORNS
COOL—SANFORIZED
guest of Mrs. Alden Jones In Gar
land.
agent. Lucinda Rich, showed a film Stanley Houghtons great London Mrs Albert L. Beverage, a son.
and Genuine
HERRING BONE WEAVE
Lincolnville, April 26. to Mr. and
A public supper was sponsored diner.
strip on the farm garden. Robert and New York success, “Htndle Mrs. Oeorge Tiffany, a son.
GREEN. TAN. BLUE
Wakes"
with
Louise
Campbell
in
Miss
Eleanor
Winchenbach
spent
BANCOR’S
Tuesday
by
the
Farm
Bureau
for
Fossett is local leader.
Vinalhaven. April 29, to Mr. and
the benefit of the school lunch ' Saturday with her sister Miss Ida
CORRECTLY
A public supper followed by a the central role of Fanny Haw Mrs. Herman F. York, a son.
Waterproof
• • • •
SIZED
Winchenbach in Damariscotta.
project.
minstrel show and 4-H demonstra thorne. This powerful story of a
SANFORIZED
The marriages for this period, The Loyal Temperance Legion
Special Value
tion were given by the Singing girl s rebellion against convention
/■ wing 4-H girls, and the Amateur rrMted a ’rp™'ndous sensation at
PLAIDS
Rockland, May 6. Emil Wcrtman mct Saturday- Scrap books were
RUGGED
<F;;rmers 4-H clubs of West Rock- the timc of its first Production and and Jennie Lehto.
made and a lesson was given on
WORTH 59.50
Melville
Burke
has
chosen
lt
be
Thomaston.
May
6.
Walter
E.
!
the
subject
"Cigarettes."
The
W.
C.
CHILDREN.
port. May 24. The proceeds from
Bucklin of Warren and Bernice N. T. U. county president made an ofoccasionally may need a
tlie supper arc to help with the ex cause he considers it a fine type Newbert of Thomaston.
1
laxative or round worm
of
dramatic
entertainment.
The
Lynn. Mass., May 6. Alfred Creed llclal vlslt'
ncxt 56551011 wltl be
penses of the 4-H delegate to atWorth $1.50
expeller. Four generations
play takes its name from autumnal and Miss Ada M. Brown, both of June 8.
of mothers have given their
BLUE
OR
OLIVE
GREEN
—
EXTRA
VALUE!
festivities in a Lancashire town Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Esther Herrick returned
children Dr. True’s Elixir.
RAD10 REPAIRING
Rcckland, May IF Bartolo Cuso- home Monday from Camden Comand deals with the problem of a
Agreeable to take.
lito and Miss Mary Caruso.
All makes serviced and recon
GREENS, TANS, BLUES
Successfully used for 89 years. \
SJcniixgton, May 7. P^ikei- L. munlty HosPltal where
»as a
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes girl who has yielded to the per
ALSO TWO-TONES—LARGE ASSORTMENT
suasions
of
a
rich
youth
in
a
momEaton
nnd
Miss
Helen
Beane,
both
surgical
patient,
tested free of charge. “Swap For
Dr.Truc*s««
____________
Cash" Tickets given.
lent of emotion and her future. The of Deer Isle
Camden. May 16, Harry Fiohock
Ow thir<l of the sugar used in
MAINE MUSIC CO.
following play, starting the week of
•Elixir*
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
WE PAY POSTAGE
of Lincolnville and Ethel Hutchin- ...
. ,
T
Frank Winrhenbach. Service
June 10, will be the current Broad son of Rockland.
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE
America is used in candy and sweet
Dept.
3T?.-tf
AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
way succcsi “Margin For Error
Rockland. May S Edmund P drink.'

Lower Phone Rates

25 YEARS AGO
V Sf 6.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

ECONOMY

SHOP

Lakewood Theatre

MATCHED SHIRTS PANTS

54

MATCHED SHIRTS-PANTS

DUNGAREES

47c

Wash PANTS

1.37

White Flannel SLACKS
SPORT COATS

1.97

7.87

WORK SHIRTS

1

SPORT JACKETS

2.97

